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Abstract (English) 
Previous research on construallevel theory has widely demonstrated how 
psychological distance influences consumers' product evaluations by guiding them 
to use different product features as basis of evaluations. This research argues that 
psychological distance also affects consumers' product evaluations via influencing 
their subjective feelings and focuses on products pertaining to two psychological 
distances. Based upon feelings-as-information approach, I propose a construal fit 
effect in which a match between the two psychological distances involved in a 
product enhances evaluations. Results of three studies show that consumers evaluate 
a psychologically distant product more favorably when the product is perceived as 
distant versus close in another dimension of psychological distance. Yet, consumers 
evaluate a psychologically close product more favorably when the product is 
perceived as close versus distant in another dimension of psychological distance. It is 
further argued that this enhancing effect on evaluations is mediated by the feeling 
right derived from construal fit. Similar to other subjective feelings that function as 
information, when the informational value of feeling right derived from construal fit 
is discredited, the enhancing effect of construal fit on evaluations is eliminated. Both 
the theoretical and managerial contributions of the present research are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A burgeoning number of studies on construallevel theory (CL T) have 
recently examined how psychological distance influences consumers' evaluations 
and behaviors (see Trope, Liberman, and Wakslak 2007 for a review). CLT suggests 
that psychological distance, defined as the distance of an event from the perceiver' s 
direct experience, shapes the evaluations of an event by systematically altering the 
level of abstractness in which the event is represented. Hence, either goal-relevant, 
essential features or goal-irrelevant, peripheral features are used as the basis of 
evaluations. Accumulating studies have evidenced that this premise applies to all 
dimensions of psychological distance in guiding consumers' evaluations (Fujita et al. 
2008; Henderson et al. 2006; Liviatan, Trope, and Liberman 2008), as well as 
behavioral intentions (Kim, Rao, and Lee 2009; Todorov, Goren, and Trope 2007). 
Yet, these studies only focus on how psychological distance influences consumers to 
use different event features as basis of evaluations. 
The present research attempts to explore how psychological distance 
influences consumers' subjective feelings in processing information and hence their 
evaluations. Substantial evidence has demonstrated that subjective feelings derived 
from processing information can function as information in forming evaluations (e.g., 
feeling of easy to recall, feeling of uncertainty, feeling of easy to process, see Cl ore 
1992 for a review). It is proposed that subjective feelings may also be derived when 
people consider an event pertaining to different psychological distances. In turn, 
these feelings may serve as information in evaluating the event. The present research 
attempts to explore the influences of these subjective feelings on consumers' 
evaluations, as well as the underlying mechanism that leads to these feelings. 
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Drawing on the CL T finding that psychological distance affects the level of 
abstractness in which events are represented, this research proposes a construal fit 
effect. It is argued that when considering an event that is distant or close along two 
psychological distances, people may feel right about what they are doing. For 
example, it is expected that people are more likely to feel right when they consider 
purchasing a gift in the near future for a friend, a temporally and socially close event, 
or purchasing a gift in the distant future for a stranger, a temporally and socially 
distant event. Subsequently, this feeling right would be used as information when 
people evaluate the event, resulting in more favorable evaluations. Conversely, when 
considering an event that is distant along one distance but close along the other 
distance, people are less likely to feel right and hence may evaluate the event less 
favorably. For example, when considering purchasing a gift in the distant future for a 
friend, a temporally distant but socially close event, people are less likely to 
experience feeling right. Thus, they may evaluate the purchase less favorably. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, I provide a discussion of 
the relevant literature, from which predictions are derived. Then I report three studies 
conducted to assess these predictions. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the 
findings and the implications of the present research. 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Psychological Distance as Determinant of Basis for Evaluations 
Research on construallevel theory (CL T) has pervasively discussed how 
psychological distance influences the content of consumers' mental representations 
for events and hence their subsequent evaluations based on these representations (see 
Trope et al. 2007 for a review). Psychological distance, defined as the distance of an 
event from the perceiver's direct experience, can be specified in four dimensions 
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(Liberman, Trope, and Stephan 2007; Trope and Liberman 2003). These dimensions 
include temporal distance (near future vs. distant future), spatial distance (here vs. 
there; near location vs. far location), social distance (self vs. other; in-group vs. out-
group) and hypotheticality I probability (real vs. hypothetical; probable vs. 
improbable; certain vs. uncertain). 
CL T posits that distancing an event along any of the dimensions leads people 
more likely to represent the event with high-level than low-level construals. High-
level construals are relatively abstract and decontextualized representations that 
highlight the superordinate goals of why actions need to be taken. Low-level 
construals, on the other hand, are more concrete and contextualized representations 
that highlight the subordinate steps of how a goal could be accomplished. Thus, 
eating a hamburger could be construed as "getting nutrition" when it is perceived as 
psychologically distant, or as "chewing and swallowing" when it is perceived as 
psychologically close. 
The influences of psychological distance on the content of people's 
representations for an event may lead to shifts in the evaluations of the event. The 
association between psychological distance and level of construal implies that a 
distant event is construed mainly in terms of its high-level features, while a proximal 
event is construed mainly in terms of its low-level features. Any features may have 
either a positive or negative value. Accordingly, for a distant event, the weight of the 
value associated with its high-level features should be higher; whereas the weight of 
the value associated with its low-level features should be lower, and vice versa for a 
proximal event. Thus, as the psychological distance of an event increases, the value 
associated with its low-level features will be discounted, whereas the value 
associated with its high-level features will be augmented. 
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In other words, evaluations made about a distant consumption event are 
based to a larger degree on its high-level features, while evaluations made about a 
proximal consumption event are based to a larger degree on its low-level features. 
This premise has been examined extensively as it pertains to multiple manifestations 
of high- versus low-level features, including goal-relevant versus goal-irrelevant 
features; desirability concerns versus feasibility concerns; and pros versus cons 
arguments. Each of these lines of findings is reviewed below. 
Goal-relevant versus Goal-irrelevant Features 
Goal-relevant features of an event specify dimensions that are essential and 
central to the primary goal of the event, while goal-irrelevant features specify other 
dimensions that are not related to the primary goal of the event. Hence, goal-relevant 
features are by nature high-level features, while goal-irrelevant features are by nature 
low-level features. Such manifestation of high- versus low-level features has been 
observed in studies on temporal distance and social distance. For example, Trope and 
Liberman (2000, study 3) found that participants revealed a preference for a radio 
with good reception but a useless built-in clock over a radio with poor reception but 
a useful built-in clock, when the purchase of the radio was to be made in the distant 
future. Yet, when the purchase was to be made in the near future, participants' 
preference was reversed. The results showed that temporal distance increased the 
weight of reception, a goal-relevant feature, relative to that of built-in clock, a goal-
irrelevant feature, in evaluating the radio. 
In Liviatan et al.'s study (2008, experiment 4), the impact of goal-relevant 
and goal-irrelevant features on evaluations was examined with social distance. 
Participants acted as the judges for a writing competition and were asked to evaluate 
stories written either by socially distant or close contestants. Results revealed that the 
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story written by a socially distant contestant was evaluated based to a larger degree 
on the quality of the story, a goal-relevant dimension. In contrast, the story written 
by a socially close contestant was evaluated based to a large degree on the 
contestant's background, a goal-irrelevant dimension. The two studies discussed 
above provide converging evidence that goal-relevant features, as compared with 
goal-irrelevant features, become more prominent in evaluations of an event, as the 
psychological distance involved in the event increases. 
Desirability versus Feasibility 
According to CL T, as the psychological distance involved in an event 
increases, evaluations on the event are guided more by desirability concerns and less 
by feasibility concerns. Desirability refers to the value of an action's end state that 
specifies the why aspect of an action, whereas feasibility refers to the ease or 
difficulty of reaching an action's end state that highlights the how aspect of an action. 
Thus, desirability concerns are characterized as high-level features of an event and 
feasibility concerns are characterized as low-level features of an event. Accordingly, 
CL T predicts that desirability concerns are more likely to guide evaluations of 
distant events, whereas feasibility concerns are more likely to guide evaluations of 
proximal events. Liberman and Trope (1998) examined this premise with temporal 
distance. In one study (study 2), the desirability and feasibility of a concert were 
varied between participants. The desirability of the concert was represented by its 
attractiveness and the feasibility of the concert was represented by its ticket price. 
Participants' evaluations for an attractive concert with an expensive ticket price 
became more favorable over time, yet their evaluations for an unattractive concert 
with an inexpensive ticket price became less favorable over time. 
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Similar results have been found in studies on social distance. In Liviatan et 
al.'s study (2008, experiment 3), participants were asked to predict preferences of 
different target persons. Participants believed that a socially distant person, as 
compared to a socially close person, would be more likely to choose a high-quality 
word processing program with long learning time over a low-quality word 
processing program with short learning time. The results indicated that program 
quality, a feature on desirability, received relatively more weight than learning time, 
a feature on feasibility, when the target person was socially distant versus close. 
Todorov et al. (2007) showed that variations in probability had a similar 
effect on the relative impact of desirability versus feasibility in consumers' 
evaluations. For example, in one of their studies (study 1 ), participants were asked to 
evaluate either one of the two promotional offers: receiving 10 free CDs at an 
inconvenient location or receiving 1 free CD at a convenient location. In other words, 
the first offer was high in desirability but low in feasibility, while the second offer 
was low in desirability but high in feasibility. As participants' probability in getting 
the offer increased, their evaluations for the 1-free-CD offer became more favorable, 
but not for the 1 0-free-CDs offer. The results indicated that feasibility was 
increasingly weighed over desirability as psychological distance diminished (i.e., as 
·probability increased). 
Pro versus Con Arguments 
In deciding whether or not to take an action, the cons for the action are 
subordinate to the pros for the action (Eyal et al. 2004). This is because an action 
will not be taken unless it has some advantages. Hence, the disadvantages of an 
action will be considered only if the action has some advantages. In other words, the 
importance of pros does not depend on the existence of cons, yet cons are only 
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important when pros are present. Thus, according to CLT, people's evaluations on 
distant events should be more determined by pro arguments, while their evaluations 
on proximal events should be more determined by con arguments. 
Empirical evidence for pros versus cons as high- versus low-level features 
was found in studies on temporal distance and social distance. Eyal et al. (2004) 
asked participants to generate both pros and cons for some proposed events, 
including implementation of new examination policies and engaging in some 
interpersonal behaviors. Results revealed that as the temporal distance involved in 
the events increased, more pros and less cons were generated. This finding indicated 
that as pro arguments constitute a higher level of construal than con arguments, pro 
arguments are relatively more salient than con arguments in decisions for the distant 
future than for the near future. Similarly, in Nan's (2007) study, participants were 
more persuaded by a message that highlighted the advantages of an event when they 
made judgments for others (socially distant persons) versus themselves (socially 
close persons). These results indicated that since pros are relatively more salient than 
cons in considering a distant versus proximal event, the same event receives more 
favorable evaluations as its psychological distance increases. 
In sum, the above review highlights the systematic shift in the relative 
influence of high- versus low-level features, as the construallevel of an event 
decreases. That is, as the psychological distance involved in an event decreases, 
people are more attracted by its low-level features (e.g., goal-irrelevant attributes, 
feasibility concerns, and drawbacks of an option) than by its high-level features (e.g., 
goal-relevant attributes, desirability concerns, and benefits of an option). This shift in 
the relative attractiveness of different features has been observed across different 
dimensions of psychological distance (temporal distance, social distance, and 
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probability), as well as evaluations of different targets (consumption products, 
promotional offers, persuasive messages, university policies, and contestants' 
stories). Apparently, extant research mainly focuses on how psychological distance 
affects evaluations via influencing consumers to use different features of a target as 
basis of evaluations. 
However, people do not only base on the target's features to form evaluations. 
Accumulating literature has discussed how people's subjective feelings guide their 
evaluations and behaviors (see Schwarz and Clore 2007 for a review). In particular, 
people's subjective feelings may be perceived as relevant and informative in 
reflecting the target's quality. Hence, these feelings are used as information in 
evaluating the target. The present research proposes that psychological distance may 
also influence people's subjective feelings in evaluating a target. Before discussing 
how psychological distance influences evaluations via affecting subjective feelings, I 
reviewed below the linkage between subjective feelings and evaluative judgments. 
Feelings as Information 
Substantial evidence has demonstrated that subjective feelings can often 
function as sources of information in decision making (Clore 1992; Schwarz 1990; 
Schwarz and Cl ore 2007). This premise of feelings-as-information stems from some 
judgments that refer, by definition, to people's affective responses to the target. For 
example, when people are asked about how much they like a person, they may 
simply rely on their feelings toward the person to form judgments rather than review 
his or her attributes. In addition, people may simplify the evaluations of a target that 
is particularly complex and demanding by asking themselves, "how do I feel about 
it?" (Schwarz and Clore 1988). This is because the relationship between one's 
feelings and the state of one's environment is bi-directional (Schwarz 1990). For 
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example, we feel bad when we encounter a threat from negative outcomes or a lack 
of positive outcomes. Similarly, we feel good when we obtain positive outcomes and 
are not threatened by negative ones. Hence, our feelings reflect the state of our 
environment. If so, feeling bad may signal a problematic situation, while feeling 
good may signal a benign situation. Thus, when people evaluate a target, they may 
make inferences from their feelings toward it. 
When people rely on their feelings to form evaluations, they consider integral 
feelings that are elicited from the target, as well as incidental feelings that happen to 
be present at the time of evaluation. This is because with only one window on 
experience, people consider their feelings that come to mind to be elicited from 
whatever is in the focus of their attention (Clore 1992). Hence, incidental feelings, 
such as preexisting and primed feelings, are automatically mistaken as part of the 
reaction to the target, resulting in evaluations based on these feelings. For instance, a 
classic study on incidental mood states (Schwarz and Cl ore 1983) showed that 
people reported higher general life satisfaction on sunny days than on rainy days. 
The result suggested that people mistook the positive mood derived from the sunny 
weather and the negative mood derived from the rainy weather as relevant 
information that reflected their life satisfaction. Note that these incidental feelings 
provided information beyond that reflected from the features of the target being 
evaluated (e.g., those events people had encountered in their lives). 
When feelings serve as sources of information, they influence people's 
evaluations in various ways. First, studies have demonstrated that the direction of 
evaluations may be inferred from the valence of subjective feelings. The most 
intuitive and probably common inference that people draw from their subjective 
feelings is: "If I feel good about something, I must like it; if I feel bad, I must not 
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like it" (Clare 1992). Thus, people evaluate the target favorably when they feel 
positively, whereas they evaluate the target unfavorably when they feel negatively. 
This type of reasoning has been observed in a variety of incidental feelings and 
judgments (Gom, Goldberg, and Basu 1993; Schwarz and Clare 1983). For example, 
Gom et al. (1993) found that participants evaluated the same stereo speaker more 
favorably when they were induced a good versus bad mood. 
Second, subjective feelings can also influence the strength of people's 
evaluations. People do not draw inferences only from the valence of their feelings, 
but also from the intensity of their feelings (i.e~, the physiological arousal that 
accompanies their feelings). Go m, Pham, and Sin (200 1) demonstrated that in 
general participants evaluated the ad with a pleasant tone more favorably than the ad 
with an unpleasant tone. Yet, they provided polarized evaluations when they were 
under high arousal than under low arousal. Participants under high arousal evaluated 
the ad even more favorably when the ad had a pleasant tone, but more unfavorably 
when the ad had an unpleasant tone. 
Third, depending on the criteria of evaluations, the same feeling can imply 
different information. For example, Martin et al. (1997) observed that in evaluating a 
story that was meant to be happy, participants in a happy mood reported more 
favorable evaluations than those in a sad mood. However, in evaluating a story that 
was meant to be sad, participants in a sad mood reported more favorable evaluations 
than those in a happy mood. The results show that the same feeling can be 
interpreted very differently, depending on the inferences people draw from the 
feeling. Feelings of happiness indicate a good, happy story, but not feelings of 
sadness. Conversely, feelings of sadness indicate a good, sad story, but not feelings 
of happiness. 
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F allowing the same line of logic, the information inferred from a feeling may 
be generalized to multiple evaluations, as long as the evaluations are based on the 
same criteria. Johnson and Tversky (1983) observed that participants estimated a 
higher risk for cancer after they read about cancer. Yet, they also estimated a higher 
risk for accidents and divorce. Similar results across dissimilar contexts 
demonstrated that participants inferred higher risk from their depressed and anxious 
feelings induced by reading about cancer. Then, such inference was applied to other 
contexts, as the evaluations in these contexts all pertained to estimation of risks. 
The discussion thus far has focused on how affective feelings function as 
information in evaluative judgments. Nevertheless, the premise of feelings-as-
information is also applicable to cognitive, phenomenal feelings of metacognitive 
experiences. Whereas some feelings reflect a specific underlying appraisal that 
guides people to interpret the feelings in a specific way (e.g., when we feel angry, it 
implies that somebody has done something wrong to us), these metacognitive 
experiences are open to interpretation (Schwarz 2004 ). People have different 
assumptions about what makes it easy or difficult to think of certain things or to 
process new information. The assumption that comes to people's mind determines 
how people interpret their metacognitive experiences and the inferences they draw 
from these experiences. For example, when people feel easy to recall examples of 
physics theories, it is likely that they assume they know physics theories very well. It 
is also likely that they assume there are a lot of physics theories in the world. Thus, 
when the former, but not the latter, assumption is salient in people's mind, people 
may predict that they would perform better in a test on physics knowledge. Research 
on metacognitive experiences has mainly investigated accessibility experiences and 
processing fluency. The review below demonstrates how these two types of 
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experience delineate the notion that metacognitive experiences are subject to 
interpretation. 
Accessibility experience is the feeling of ease in recalling or retrieving 
information (Schwarz 2004). When people experience ease in memory recall or 
thought generation, they make inferences that are consistent with the implications of 
what comes to mind. Since the implications of what comes to mind can vary across 
situations, the influences of accessibility experiences on evaluative judgments are 
diverse. For example, people believe that the more exemplars exist, the easier it is to 
bring some to mind. Hence, people infer higher frequency and probability when it is 
easy rather than difficult to bring exemplars to mind. Because frequent exemplars are 
also more typical for their category, ease of recall further suggests high typicality. 
Accordingly, people infer that they use their bicycles more often after recalling few 
rather than many instances (Aarts and Dijksterhuis 1999); and rate themselves as 
more assertive after recalling few rather than many of their own assertive behaviors 
(Schwarz et al. 1991). 
On the other hand, people also believe that the better a category is 
represented in memory, the easier it is to bring exemplars of the category to mind. 
For example, Winkielman, Schwarz, and Belli (1998) observed that participants who 
had to recall 12 childhood events subsequent! y rated their childhood memory as 
poorer than those who had to recall only four events. Apparently, although the 
former had recalled three times as many events as the latter, the latter inferred their 
childhood memory as better from their ease in recalling the events. 
Processing fluency pertains to the ease or difficulty with which new, external 
information can be processed (Schwarz 2004 ). Again, the interpretation of fluency 
depends on which assumption people apply. People believe that previously seen, 
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familiar information is easier to process. Hence, they may rate information that is 
easy rather than difficult to process as more familiar, even when their fluency 
experience is due to other variables like visual clarity. For instance, Whittlesea, 
Jacoby, and Girard (1990) found that participants erroneously inferred the target 
words as more familiar when the words were presented with high versus low visual 
clarity. 
More importantly, recent research suggests that processing fluency itself is 
hedonically marked and experienced as positive (Winkielman et al. 2003). This 
positive feeling may be interpreted as information relevant to the target, resulting in 
more favorable evaluations. For example, Lee and Larbroo (2004) found that people 
reported more favorable attitudes toward ketchup when they were previously 
exposed to a closely related product (mayonnaise) rather than an unrelated one 
(vitamins). This is because the semantic priming of a related product elicited a 
feeling of fluency. In turn, people interpreted the feeling as a reflection of higher 
quality of the ketchup, resulting in more favorable attitudes. 
So far, the reviewed research provides converging evidence that subjective 
feelings have important implications on evaluations. Given that the role of 
psychological distance in subjective feelings is untapped, the present research 
attempts to explore how psychological distance influences consumers' subjective 
feelings in processing information and hence their evaluations. It is believed that 
people may experience different feelings in construing an event pertaining to 
different psychological distances. In turn, these feelings influence subsequent 
evaluations by serving as information on the event, following the same principles as 
the use of feelings as information. The section below first discusses how subjective 
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feelings are elicited from construing an event pertaining to different psychological 
distances, followed by how subsequent evaluations are influenced by these feelings. 
Construal Fit Effect and Consumers' Evaluations 
As the first attempt to explore the influences of psychological distance on 
people's subjective feelings, the present research focuses on products involving two 
psychological distances. For example, a gift to be purchased in the distant future for 
a friend involves two psychological distances, namely temporal distance and social 
distance. It is proposed that a match between the two psychological distances 
involved in a product could enhance evaluations of the product. This is because such 
match may lead people more likely to experience feeling right, a feeling of 
appropriateness. In turn, people may use their feeling right experience as information 
in evaluating the product. This research terms such effect as construal fit effect and 
investigates both its underlying mechanism and consequences on consumers' 
evaluations. Before describing the situations under which the two psychological 
distances involved in a product match or mismatch, I first explain why the present 
research focuses on products pertaining to two psychological distances. 
Apart from exploring how psychological distance influences subjective 
feelings, studying products pertaining to two psychological distances may also 
suggest some important marketing implications. The influences of multiple 
psychological distances on consumer evaluations are of particular concern to 
marketing. Consumers frequently make decisions that involve more than one 
psychological distance (Kim, Zhang, and Li 2008). For example, when a person 
chooses a gift, such decision may involve temporal distance (whether the gift will be 
purchased tomorrow vs. next month), social distance (whether the gift is for a close 
friend vs. a regular friend), or spatial distance (whether the gift is bought at a near vs. 
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far location). Thus, by proposing a construal fit effect, the present research extends 
our understanding on how two psychological distances influence consumers' 
evaluations. Next, the situations under which the two psychological distances 
involved in a product match or mismatch are delineated. 
The current research proposes that there is a match between the two 
psychological distances involved in a product when the two distances are of similar 
magnitudes. That is, in contemplating a product that involves two psychological 
distances, there is a match between the two distances when people perceive the 
product as distant, or as close, along both distances. For example, consider a 
purchase of a gift. The hypothesized construal fit effect proposes that when the gift is 
to be purchased in distant future for a stranger, there is a match between the temporal 
distance and social distance involved in the gift. This is because the gift is perceived 
as distant, both temporally and socially. Similarly, there is also a match between the 
temporal distance and social distance involved in the gift when it is described as a 
gift to be purchased in the near future for a friend. This is because the gift is 
perceived as close, both temporally and socially. 
Conversely, it is proposed that there is a mismatch between the two 
psychological distances involved in a product when the two distances are of distinct 
magnitudes. That is, in contemplating a product that involves two psychological 
distances, there is a mismatch between the two distances when people perceive the 
product as distant in one distance, but as close in the other distance. For example, 
consider a purchase of a gift. The hypothesized construal fit effect proposes that 
when the gift is to be purchased in distant future for a friend, there is a mismatch 
between the temporal distance and social distance involved in the gift. This is 
because the gift is perceived as distant in temporal distance, but as close in social 
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distance. Similarly, there is also a mismatch between the temporal distance and 
social distance involved in the gift, when it is to be purchased in the near future for a 
stranger. This is because the gift is perceived as temporally close, but at the same 
time socially distant. 
The present research further argues that people may feel right about what 
they are doing to a greater extent when they construe a product pertaining to a 
matched versus mismatched pair of psychological distances. According to Merriam 
Webster Online Dictionary (Merriam-Webster, 2009), one of the meanings of right is 
preferable or appropriate. Previous research argues that people feel right when their 
current strategy matches the perceived requirements of their goal pursuit (Schwarz 
2006). This feeling right experience has been mostly discussed in regulatory fit 
literature. Higgins (2000) proposes that people experience regulatory fit when they 
pursue a goal in a manner that sustains (vs. disrupts) their regulatory orientation. 
When there is regulatory fit, people feel right about what they are doing and such 
feeling right experience is independent of the outcomes (e.g., benefits and costs) of 
the goal pursuit. It is predicted that a similar experience of feeling right will also 
emerge when people construe a product involving a matched pair of psychological 
distances. 
Based on the feelings-as- information approach, the present research argues 
that the feeling right derived from a match between the two psychological distances 
involved in a product may yield enhanced evaluations. Previous literature has shown 
that feeling right due to fit can function as a source of information. In turn, people 
draw inferences from their feeling right experience, resulting in more favorable 
evaluations (Avnet and Higgins 2006; Camacho, Higgins, and Luger 2003; Higgins 
et al. 2003). For instance, Higgins et al. (2003) showed that participants gave the 
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same coffee mug a higher price if they had chosen the mug with a strategy that fit 
versus did not fit their regulatory orientation. Cesario, Grant, and Higgins (2004) 
demonstrated that strategic framing of a message in a way that fit versus did not fit 
participants' regulatory orientation enhanced persuasiveness of the message. 
It is proposed that people may also draw similar inferences from their feeling 
right derived from construal fit, resulting in more favorable evaluations. When 
people encounter a product involving a matched pair of distances, they are more 
likely to experience feeling right in construing the product. People may interpret this 
feeling right as part of their reaction to the product and thus make inferences about 
the product based on this feeling. For example, people may interpret their feeling 
right as evidence for the higher quality of the product. Hence, the product would 
receive more favorable evaluations. Conversely, when people encounter a product 
involving a mismatched pair of distances, they are less likely to experience feeling 
right in construing the product. In turn, people would evaluate the product less 
favorably. In other words, it is proposed that people would evaluate the same product 
more favorably when the two psychological distances involved in the product match 
versus mismatch. 
The hypothesized relationship between construal fit and feeling right may be 
derived from the differences in ease of processing when construing a product 
involving a matched versus mismatched pair of psychological distances. Specifically, 
it is proposed that it is easier to construe a product pertaining to a matched versus 
mismatched pair of distances. When people process information describing the two 
distances involved in a product, it is likely that they comprehend the two distances as 
separate variables describing the product. This is because psychological distances 
cannot be easily compared to each other (Liberman, Trope, and W akslak 2007). For 
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example, it is impossible to provide a general estimate of how much spatial distance 
is equivalent to the difference between now and next month. Since the two distances 
involved in a product are comprehended separately, they exert separate influences on 
the level in which the product is construed. 
When there is a match between the two distances involved in a product, the 
two distances would guide people to construe the product in similar levels. For 
example, both the social distance and temporal distance of a socially and temporally 
distant product would guide people to construe the product in high level. Similarly, 
both the social distance and temporal distance of a socially and temporally close 
product would guide people to construe the product in low level. Conversely, when 
there is a mismatch between the two distances involved in a product, the two 
distances would guide people to construe the product in distinct levels. For example, 
the social distance of a socially distant but temporally close product would guide 
people to construe the product in high level, but the temporal distance of the product 
would guide people to construe it in low level. 
It is predicted that when people construe a product pertaining to two 
psychological distances, they combine the influences of the two distances on the 
construal level of the product. CL T assumes that different dimensions of 
psychological distance are interrelated (Trope et al. 2007; Liberman, Trope, and 
Stephen 2007); they share a common relationship with construal. In addition, 
literature on mental representations posits that people construct no more mental 
representations of an entity than are necessary in order to comprehend it (Wyer 
2007). Thus, in construing a product involving two distances, instead of constructing 
the product with two sets of representations according to each distance, people are 
likely to combine the influences of the two distances. 
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People may feel that it is more difficult to combine the influences of the two 
distances involved in a product when the two distances mismatch versus match. 
When the two distances mismatch, people perceive the product as distant along one 
distance, but as proximal along the other distance. For example, consider purchasing 
a gift in the distant future for a friend. The gift is temporally distant but socially 
close. When people consider the temporal distance involved in the gift first, they 
construe the gift mainly with its high-level features. Later, when people consider the 
social distance involved in the gift, this social distance guides them to lower the 
constniallevel of the gift. Since originally, people construe the gift mainly with its 
high-level features, lowering the construallevel of the gift requires activating 
substantial amount of its low-level features. On the other hand, when people consider 
the social distance involved in the gift first, they construe the gift mainly with its 
low-level features. Later, when people consider the temporal distance involve in the 
gift, they raise the construallevel of the gift. Since the gift is originally construed 
mainly with its low-level features, raising its construallevel requires activating 
substantial amount of its high-level features. In both cases, the additional activation 
of features increases the difficulty in comprehending the gift. Thus, people are likely 
to feel difficult rather than easy in construing a product pertaining to a mismatched 
pair of distances. 
Conversely, when the two distances involved in a product match, they would 
guide people to construe the product in similar levels. This implies that combining 
the influences of the two distances is not likely to result in a substantial shift in the 
construallevel of the product. Hence, people are more likely to experience ease 
rather than difficulty in comprehending the product. For example, consider 
purchasing a gift in the near future for a friend. The gift is temporally and socially 
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close. People construe the gift mainly with its low-level features, regardless of 
whether they consider the temporal distance or social distance involved in the gift 
first. When people consider the second distance later, since this distance has similar 
magnitude as the first one, there will not be a substantial shift in the construallevel 
of the gift. Thus, people do not need to activate additional features substantially in 
combining the influences of the two distances. In other words, people would feel 
relatively easier to comprehend the gift. In sum, when people construe a product 
pertaining to a matched versus mismatched pair of distances, they experience a 
stronger sense of ease in comprehension. Recent research has suggested that ease of 
processing may contribute to feeling right experience (Lee and Aaker 2004). Thus, it 
is predicted that this stronger sense of ease in comprehension may also contribute to 
a stronger sense of feeling right. To summarize the above discussion formally, I 
hypothesize that: 
Hl: In a consumption event involving two dimensions of psychological 
distance, consumers will evaluate the event more favorably when the 
event is psychologically distant or close in both dimensions than 
when the event is psychologically distant in one dimension but 
psychologically close in the other dimension. 
H2: The enhancement in evaluations on a consumption event 
hypothesized in HI will be mediated by the experience of feeling 
right in processing information about the event. 
When Feeling Right is Called into Question 
Although people may perceive their feeling right derived from construal fit as 
informative, it is predicted that the use of this experience as information should 
follow the same principles as the use of other feelings as information (Schwarz 
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2001 ). One of the underlying mechanisms in applying incidental feelings as 
information is source confusion (Clore 1992). With only one window for feelings, 
people are usually not aware of where their incidental feelings come from. That is 
why they may misinterpret their incidental feelings as their reaction to the target. 
However, when it becomes apparent to people that their feelings may merely reflect 
the influences of an irrelevant source, they discount their feelings and switch to 
alternative information to form judgments. Thus, people only rely on their feelings as 
information when the informational value of their feelings is not discredited, and 
when their feelings seem relevant to the judgments at hand. This argument has been 
observed in studies on various concepts, like ease of recall (Schwarz 1998), as well 
as regulatory fit (Cesario et al. 2004). 
For example, in Cesario et al.'s study (2004), participants first completed a 
task in which either regulatory fit or nonfit was induced. It was expected that 
participants in the regulatory fit condition experienced a stronger sense of feeling 
right than those in the regulatory nonfit condition. Then, when the participants 
evaluated a subsequent, unrelated message, it was found that participants in the 
regulatory fit condition, as compared to those in the regulatory nonfit condition, were 
more persuaded by the message. This was presumably because participants used 
their feeling right as information in evaluating the message. With a stronger sense of 
feeling right experienced, participants in the regulatory fit condition evaluated the 
message more favorably and hence were more persuaded. However, such 
enhancement in persuasion was eliminated when participants' attention was drawn to 
the source of their feeling right. Specifically, participants were informed that the first 
task they completed might make them feel right about what they were doing. These 
results support the notion that when people experience feeling right derived from 
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regulatory fit, such feeling right is transferred to subsequent evaluations due to 
source confusion. Yet, people discredit their feeling right when the source of this 
feeling is called into question. 
Putting this notion in construal fit effect, it is predicted that enhancement in 
evaluations due to construal fit will be eliminated when people's attention is drawn 
to their source of feeling right. Specifically, it is proposed that a transfer of feeling 
right underlies the enhancing effect of construal fit on evaluations. People are more 
likely to feel right about their construing of a product, when the two distances 
involved in the product match versus mismatch. Since people are not aware of why 
they feel right, they may misattribute such feeling to their evaluations of the product. 
In turn, they feel right about their evaluations and evaluate the product more 
favorably. However, if people notice that their feeling right does not come from their 
evaluations, they will discount the influence of this feeling when they evaluate the 
product, eliminating the hypothesized construal fit effect. To summarize the above 
discussion formally, it is hypothesized that: 
H3: The enhancement in evaluations on a consumption event 
hypothesized in HI will be eliminated when consumers are aware of 
the source of their feeling right. 
It is important to distinguish the proposed construal fit effect from the 
findings in Kim et al. (2009). Findings from Kim et al. (2009) show that in the 
context of a political campaign, the same message for a candidate becomes more 
persuasive when the abstractness of the message matches the temporal distance 
involved in the election. Furthermore, the enhanced persuasiveness is driven by the 
feeling right derived from this match. Instead of a match between two entities (i.e., 
the message and the election), the proposed construal fit effect pertains to a match 
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between the two psychological distances involved in the same entity. As the studies 
presented in the next section show, the proposed construal fit effect emerged even 
when all participants received the same message on the focal product. More 
importantly, the findings from Kim et al. (2009) are limited to the context of political 
campaigns and variations of the temporal distance involved in an election. The 
present research suggests that the proposed construal fit effect is context independent 
and can be generalized to the interaction between psychological distances along 
different dimensions (e.g., the interaction between temporal distance and social 
distance, the interaction between temporal distance and probability). 
OVERVIEW OF STUDIES 
Three studies were conducted to assess the above hypotheses. To test the key 
hypothesis of the construal fit effect on evaluations, participants in each study were 
asked to evaluate a product pertaining to two psychological distances. Different pairs 
of psychological distance were manipulated across the three studies. The product 
employed in study 1 was a hotel, with the temporal distance and probability of 
staying in the hotel manipulated. Study 2 pertained to a purchase of a gift in which 
the social distances of the gift recipient and the purchase influencer were 
manipulated. In study 3, participants were asked to evaluate a lucky draw, in which 
the winning probability and social distance of the influencers were manipulated. It is 
predicted that in general, participants would provide more favorable evaluations 
when the products pertained to a matched versus mismatched pair of distances. 
Study 1 to 3 assessed hypothesis 1 by showing the proposed construal fit effect on 
evaluations, as well as demonstrating that the effect can be generalized to different 
combinations of psychological distances. 
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Hypothesis 2 contends that the enhanced evaluations predicted in hypothesis 
1 result from an experience of feeling right. To assess hypothesis 2, study 2 tested 
the process underlying the proposed construal fit effect. Specifically, participants' 
feeling right was directly measured and its mediating role in evaluations was 
examined. As an extension of study 2, study 3 tested the process underlying the 
proposed construal fit effect by examining the property of feeling right as 
information. In particular, as an assessment of hypothesis 3, whether or not 
participants' attention was drawn to the source of their feeling right was manipulated. 
It was predicted that if participants were not aware of their source of feeling right, 
they would use this feeling as information and transfer it to the evaluations at hand 
due to source confusion. Drawing participants' attention to the source of this feeling 
before they form evaluations should reduce, or even eliminate, the confusion. 
A possible confound in the present studies is that differential product 
evaluations observed might be resulted from the systematic shift in the attractiveness 
of high- versus low-level features as the psychological distances involved in the 
products vary. To control this possible confound, products with high values for both 
high- and low-level features were employed across three studies. With high values 
for both high- and low-level features, these products should receive similar, 
favorable evaluations, regardless of whether their high- or low-level features were 
used as basis of evaluations. Hence, if the evaluations for these products varied as a 
function of their psychological distances, as predicted by the proposed construal fit 




Study 1 assessed hypothesis 1 that the same product will receive more 
favorable evaluations when the product pertains to a matched versus mismatched 
pair of psychological distances. Before reporting the main study to test this 
prediction, a pretest for developing the focal product employed in the main study is 
described below. 
Pretest: Stimuli Development 
Method 
The focal product employed in study 1 was a hotel and the present pretest 
was to develop information describing the hotel. In the main study, the hotel was 
described as having high values among two high-level and two low-level features. 
These features were developed based on the distinctions of "why" versus "how" 
features and goal-relevant versus goal-irrelevant features as high- versus low-level 
construals (Fujita et al. 2008; Trope and Liberman 2000). The two high-level 
features included the hotel's rooms, a goal-relevant feature, and its mission in 
serving customers, a superordinate feature explaining why actions need to be taken. 
The two low-level features included the hotel's entertainment facilities, a goal-
irrelevant feature, and its measures in improving service quality, a subordinate 
feature specifying how a goal can be accomplished. It was expected that the two 
high-level features would be perceived as in higher level than the two low-level 
features. More importantly, it was expected that the evaluations of the hotel based on 
its high-level features would be as favorable as those based on its low-level features. 
Hence, a shift in the attractiveness of features due to psychological distance would 
not influence the evaluations of the hotel, controlling a possible confound in the 
main study. 
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To test if the hotel information was perceived as intended, three versions of 
hotel information were developed in the pretest: high-level features only, low-level 
features only and high- and low-level features. The high-level features only version 
included only the two high-level features of the hotel, while the low-level features 
only version included only the two low-level features. Similar to the hotel 
information in the main study, the high- and low-level features version included all 
four features of the hotel, both high- and low-level. The hotel was described 
favorably in all four features. Thirty-six participants from the same population as in 
the main study participated in the pretest. The participants were randomly assigned 
with one of the three versions of the hotel information and asked to read the 
information carefully. 
After reading the hotel information, participants evaluated the quality of the 
hotel along a semantic scale from 1 (very bad) to 7 (very good), as well as its 
attractiveness along a semantic scale from 1 (very unattractive) to 7 (very attractive). 
These scales were averaged to form a measure on the evaluation of the hotel (r = .56, 
p < .001). For participants receiving the high-level features only version or low-level 
features only version, they also indicated to what extent they agreed with the 
following three statements: "I think that the above information reflects the primary 
features of the hotel", "I think that the above information reflects the critical features 
of the hotel", and "I think that the above information reflects the central features of 
the hotel". All responses were reported on 7 -point scales from 1 (strongly disagree) 
to 7 (strongly agree). These scales were averaged to form a measure (Cronbach's a 
= .81 ), which indicated to what extend the information was perceived as reflection of 
the hotel's primary, critical, and central features. Since high-level features are 
primary, critical, and central to a target (Liberman, Trope, and Stephen 2007), a 
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higher value of the measure also indicated that the information consisted of hotel 
features in a higher level. 
Results and Discussion 
The evaluation of the hotel had a mid point of four. As predicted, 
participants' response was significantly different from this mid point (M= 4. 79, SD 
= 0.74, t(35) = 6.42,p < .001), indicating that the hotel was positively evaluated in 
general. More importantly, the hotel was not evaluated differently among the three 
groups of participants receiving different versions of hotel information (F(1,33) = 
1.59,p > .22). The high-level features only version (M= 4.86, SD = 0.74) was 
evaluated as favorably as the low-level features only version (M= 4.45, SD = 0.69) 
and the high- and low-level features version (M= 4.97, SD = 0.74). This result 
implied that the high-level features of the hotel were perceived as favorable as its 
low-level features, in either joint or separate evaluations. In addition, as expected, 
participants believed that the high-level features only version (M= 4.94, SD = 0.55) 
presented hotel features of higher level than the low-level features only version (M= 
4.07, SD = 0.75, t(19) = 3.05,p < .01). The above results implied that the 
development of the hotel information was deemed to be successful. 
Main Study 
Method 
Design and Procedure. Ninety-four undergraduates participated in the 
present study. Participants were asked to imagine that they had bought a travel 
package for a trip that they planned to go with some friends. The travel package 
included flight tickets for a round trip and hotel accommodation of five nights. 
Participants' travel agent offered them a number of hotels with similar quality to 
choose from and there would not be any additional charge for their choice of hotel. 
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Since it was the first time they went to the destination, they did not have any idea on 
the quality of the local hotels. 
Participants were told that the date of their trip was five days later (near 
future condition) or nine months later (distant future condition). This served as the 
manipulation of temporal distance. In addition, the number of hotels offered to 
participants to choose from served as the manipulation of base probability. 
Participants were told that they could choose from three hotels (high base probability 
condition) or 15 hotels (low base probability condition). Here the base probability 
pertained to the chance for a particular hotel being chosen, which was much higher 
in the 3-hotel choice set (i.e., 1/3) than in the 15-hotel choice set (i.e., 1/15). In sum, 
study 1 employed a 2 (temporal distance: near future vs. distant future) x 2 (base 
probability: high base probability vs. low base probability) between-subjects 
factorial design. 
After understanding the background of the trip, participants read an article 
from a travel magazine printed on a separate page. The article was an interview with 
the manager from one of the hotels in their choice set. The two high-level and two 
low-level hotel features developed in the pretest was integrated in the article. Thus, 
the article projected the hotel with favorable features. Finally, participants completed 
several demographic questions before they were debriefed, thanked, and dismissed. 
Measures. To assess the manipulation of temporal distance, participants 
indicated when they would depart for the trip (1 =near future; 7 =distant future), 
and how immediate they found the decision on their choice of hotel ( 1 = less 
immediate; 7 =very immediate) (reverse coded). These two items, which were based 
on measures used in previous studies (Kim et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2008), were 
averaged to form a measure on the perceived temporal distance (r = .40, p < .001). 
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As an assessment for the manipulation of base probability, perceived base 
probability measured participants' perceived probability of choosing a particular 
hotel within their choice set. Participants responded to a 7 -point scale anchored by 1 
(extremely small probability) and 7 (extremely high probability). 
Evaluation of the hotel measured how participants evaluated the hotel 
featured in the article. They responded to two semantic 7-point scales (r = .64,p 
< .001) anchored by 1 (very bad, very unattractive) and 7 (very good, very attractive). 
Each participant's mean for these two scales was used in the analysis. Evaluation of 
the travel package was measured with three semantic 7-point scales (Cronbach's a 
= .92) anchored by 1 (very bad, very negative, very unattractive) and 7 (very good, 
very positive, very attractive). Each participant's mean for all three scales was used 
in the analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Manipulation Checks. First, whether participants perceived the 
temporal distance of their trip as intended was assessed. As expected, a 2 (temporal 
distance) x 2 (base probability) ANOVA on the perceived temporal distance showed 
that participants in the distant future condition perceived their trip as more 
temporally distant (M= 4.42, SD = 1.18) than those in the near future condition (M = 
2.74, SD = 1.05, F(1,90) = 52.37,p < .001, rl = .37). No other effects were observed 
(Fs < 1 ). Then, with respect to perceived base probability, results revealed a 
significant main effect of base probability (F(1 ,90) = 4.90, p < .05, r/ = .05). 
Participants with a 3-hotel choice set (M = 5.42, SD = 1.05) perceived a higher 
probability to choose a particular hotel within their choice set than those with a 15-
hotel choice set (M= 4. 72, SD = 1.87). No other effects were observed (Fs < 1 ). 
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Thus, the manipulation of the two independent variables was deemed to be 
successful. 
Evaluation of the Hotel. According to hypothesis 1, it was predicted that 
the hotel would be evaluated more favorably when it pertained to a matched versus 
mismatched pair of psychological distances. In other words, it was predicted that 
participants having a temporally distant trip would evaluate the hotel featured in the 
article more favorably when the hotel was associated with a low versus high base 
probability. Yet, participants having a temporally close trip would evaluate the 
featured hotel more favorably when the hotel was associated with a high versus low 
base probability. 
Consistent with this prediction, a 2 (temporal distance) x 2 (base probability) 
ANOVA on evaluation of the hotel revealed a significant two-way interaction 
(F(1,90) = 8.90,p < .005, 172 = .09). Planned contrasts showed that the differences in 
evaluations of the hotel depended on whether or not the featured hotel pertained to a 
matched pair of temporal distance and base probability. Participants who would 
depart five days later evaluated the hotel more favorably when the featured hotel was 
from a 3-hotel choice set (M= 5.42, SD = 0.62) versus a 15-hotel choice set (M= 
4.96, SD = 0.88, t(90) = 2.01,p < .05). Conversely, participants who would depart 
nine months later evaluated the hotel more favorably when the featured hotel was 
from a 15-hotel choice set (M= 5.22, SD = 0.67) versus a 3-hotel choice set (M= 
4.70, SD = 0.99, t(90) = 2.21,p < .05). Main effects of the two independent variables 
did not emerge significant (Fs < 1 ). These results are displayed in figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1 
STUDY 1: EVALUATION OF THE FEATURED HOTEL AS A FUNCTION OF 
TEMPORAL DISTANCE OF THE TRIP AND 
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Discussion. The results of study 1 suggest that a match between the two 
psychological distances involved in a product influences how the product is 
evaluated. Specifically, the hotel featured in the article received more favorable 
evaluations when it pertained to a matched versus mismatched pair of temporal 
distance and base probability, supporting hypothesis 1. People having a temporally 
distant trip evaluated the hotel more favorably when the hotel was associated with a 
low versus high base probability. In contrast, people having a temporally close trip 
evaluated the hotel more favorably when the hotel was associated with a high versus 
low base probability. Note that the featured hotel had high values in both high- and 
low-level features. Thus, these results should not result from a shift in the 
attractiveness of the hotel features due to psychological distance. 
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A possible alternative explanation for the results in study 1 is that the 
differential evaluations of the featured hotel might result from the effect of time 
pressure on the value of variety perceived by participants. Choosing a hotel from a 
15-hotel choice set, as compared with from a 3-hotel choice set, required participants 
to process more information. When the trip was temporally close, participants were 
under high time pressure in choosing the hotel. Thus, they might feel more difficult 
to choose a hotel from a 15-hotel choice set (low base probability condition) than 
from a 3-hotel choice set (high base probability condition), resulting in less favorable 
evaluations for the travel package. Since the travel package and the featured hotel 
were closely related, it was possible that participants might carry over their 
evaluations of the travel package to their evaluations of the featured hotel. Hence, 
the featured hotel might also be evaluated less favorably. When the trip was 
temporally distant, participants were under low time pressure and had the leisure to 
deliberately consider which hotel to choose. Hence, a travel package offering a IS-
hotel choice set would receive more favorable evaluations than one offering a 3 -hotel 
choice set, as variety is generally considered with positive value (Ratner and Kahn 
2002). In turn, the featured hotel might also be evaluated more favorably. 
To rule out this alternative explanation, evaluation of the travel package was 
analyzed using a 2 (temporal distance) x 2 (base probability) ANOVA. Results 
revealed only a significant main effect of temporal distance (F(1,90) = 9.88,p < .005, 
Y/2 = .10). The travel package was evaluated more favorably when it was temporally 
close than when it was temporally distant. This result might be due to the time 
discounting effect on the value of the travel package, as suggested by discounted-
utility model (Samuelson 1937). More importantly, the temporal distance x base 
probability two-way interaction did not emerge significant (F < 1 ), indicating that 
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the evaluation of the travel package did not vary as a function of temporal distance 
and base probability. This result was inconsistent with the time-pressure alternative 
explanation. 
Then, evaluation of the travel package was entered as covariate in the 2 
(temporal distance) x 2 (base probability) ANOVA on evaluation of the hotel. 
Results showed that evaluation of the travel package had a significant effect on 
evaluation of the hotel (F(1 ,89) = 4.46, p < .05, 172 = .05). More importantly, even 
when the effect from evaluation of the travel package was controlled, the temporal 
distance x base probability interaction remained significant (F(1,89) = 8.74,p < .005, 
r/ = .09). Main effects of the two independent variables did not emerge significant 
(Fs < 1 ). In sum, a match between temporal distance and base probability had an 
effect on evaluation of the hotel independent from evaluation of the travel package. 
More importantly, although evaluation of the travel package had a direct effect on 
evaluation of the hotel, it did not vary as a function of temporal distance and base 
probability. Thus, these results ruled out the possibility that the effect of time 
pressure on the perceived value of variety gave rise to the observed differential 
evaluations of the featured hotel. 
Overall, study 1 provides empirical support for the hypothesis that construal 
fit would enhance consumers' evaluations. One limitation of study 1 is that 
participants' feeling right was not measured. The present research proposes that 
enhancement in evaluations is due to the misattribution of feeling right derived from 
construal fit. Although enhanced evaluations were observed under construal fit in 
study 1, there was no direct evidence for the feeling right derived from construal fit. 
To address this limitation, in study 2, participants' feeling right was measured and 
the mediating role of feeling right was examined. Study 2 also extends study 1 by 
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demonstrating that construal fit effect can be generalized to other dimensions of 
psychological distance, namely, social distances. 
STUDY2 
In study 2, participants were asked to imagine a situation in which they 
considered a CD album as a gift for a classmate. Construal fit was manipulated by 
varying the social distances of the gift recipient and the influencer in participants' 
purchase of the gift. Consistent with study 1, the CD was designed as having high 
values in both high- and low-level features. The pretest below describes how the 
information of the CD was developed. 
Pretest: Stimuli Development 
Method 
Similar to study 1, the CD was described as having high values among two 
high-level and two low-level features in the main study. The two high-level features 
included variety of songs and audio quality, two goal-relevant features of the CD. 
The two low-level features included album cover and the free gift bundled with the 
album, two goal-irrelevant features of the CD. It was expected that the two high-
level features would be perceived as in higher level than the two low-level features. 
More importantly, it was predicted that the evaluations of the CD based on its high-
level features would be as favorable as those based on its low-level features. Hence, 
a shift in the attractiveness of features due to psychological distance would not 
influence the evaluations of the CD, controlling a possible confound in the main 
study. 
To test if the CD information was perceived as intended, three versions of 
CD information were developed in the pretest: high-level features only, low-level 
features only and high- and low-level features. The high-level features only version 
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included the two high-level features of the CD only, while the low-level features 
only version included its two low-level features only. The high- and low-level 
features version included all four features of the CD, both high- and low-level. The 
CD was described favorably in all four features. Fifty participants from the same 
population as in the main study participated in the present pretest. The participants 
were randomly assigned with one of the three versions of the CD information and 
asked to read the information carefully. 
After reading the CD information, participants evaluated the CD along the 
same two semantic scales used in the pretest of study 1. The two scales (r = .54, p 
< .001) were averaged to form a measure on the evaluation of the CD. For 
participants receiving high-level features only version or low-level features only 
version, they also indicated to what extent they thought the CD information reflected 
the primary, critical, and central features of the CD. They responded to the same 
three scales (Cronbach's a= .86) used in the pretest of study 1. These scales were 
averaged to form a measure for the perceived level of features presented in the CD 
information. 
Results and Discussion 
As expected, the evaluation of the CD differed significantly from the mid-
point of four (M= 4.43, SD = 0.95, t(49) = 3.21,p < .005), indicating that the CD 
was positively evaluated in general. More importantly, the three groups of 
participants receiving different versions of CD information did not evaluate the CD 
differently (F(1,47) = l.53,p > .22). The high-level features only version (M= 4.38, 
SD = 0. 70) was evaluated as favorably as the low-level features only version (M = 
4.19, SD = 0.89) and the high- and low-level features version (M = 4.75, SD = 1.17). 
This result implied that the high-level features of the CD were perceived as favorable 
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as its low-level features, in either joint or separate evaluations. In addition, as 
expected, participants believed that the high-level features only version (M= 4.81, 
SD = 0.84) presented CD features of higher level than the low-level features only 
version (M= 3.61, SD = 0.96, t(32) = 3.86,p < .005). The above results showed that 
the development of the CD information was deemed to be successful. 
Main Study 
Method 
Design and Procedure. Eighty-two undergraduates participated in the 
present study. Participants were asked to imagine a scenario in which they planned to 
purchase a gift. They had attended an elective course in the current semester and 
were going to attend a gathering organized by their classmates of the course. There 
would be a gift exchange session in the gathering. Each student would present a gift 
to another student and the pairing of gift giver and gift recipient was pre-determined 
by a fair draw. Participants were informed that they were considering buying a CD 
of pop songs for the gift exchange. 
The social distance of the gift recipient was operationalized as the 
frequencies of social interactions and similarities in background between the 
participants and their assigned gift recipient. In the close gift recipient condition, the 
gift recipient was described as a classmate studying in the same program as the 
participants. Participants had known that classmate since their start of university life 
and they had taken the same courses together. They also often worked in the same 
group for group assignments and projects and had lunch gathering at least twice a 
week. Conversely, in the distant gift recipient condition, the gift recipient was 
described as a classmate that participants did not know very well. They did not meet 
that classmate until taking the elective course. Even during the semester, they did not 
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work with that classmate in projects nor assignments. In addition, they had very few 
conversations with that classmate. 
Then a review on a recently released pop song CD from a university student 
magazine was provided to participants. The author of the review acted as the 
influencer in participants~ decision on purchasing the CD. The social distance of this 
influencer was manipulated by varying the similarities in background between the 
participants and the influencer. In the close influencer condition, the author of the 
review was a student from the same university as the participants. The author had 
favorite activities and memorable experience that were relatively common among 
students of the participants' university. Specifically, the author loved to watch 
movies, surf the web, eat and read. His or her most memorable experience in the 
university was participating in the orientation camp during the first year of study. 
Conversely, in the distant influencer condition, the author of the review had 
favorite activities and memorable experience that were relatively less common 
among students of the participants' university. The author was a middle-aged 
librarian of the university and loved reading, shopping, body building and hiking. His 
or her most memorable experience in the university was the receipt of the long 
service award from the university. In sum, study 2 employed a 2 (social distance of 
gift recipient: close gift recipient vs. distant gift recipient) x 2 (social distance of 
influencer: close influencer vs. distant influencer) between-subjects factorial design. 
After understanding the background of the author for the CD review, 
participants read the review printed on a separate page. The review was incorporated 
with the high- and low-level features developed in the pretest and thus described the 
CD favorably. Finally, participants completed several demographic questions before 
they were debriefed, thanked, and dismissed. 
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Measures. To assess the manipulation for the social distance of gift 
recipient, participants were asked to indicate how many similarities they shared with 
the gift recipient (1 =very few; 7 =a lot) and how close they found the gift recipient 
(1 = extremely distant; 7 = extremely close). These two scales (r = . 70, p < .001) 
were averaged to form a measure for the perceived social distance of gift recipient. 
Similarly, to assess the manipulation for the social distance of influencer, 
participants indicated how many similarities they shared with the influencer (1 = 
very few; 7 =a lot) and how close they found the influencer (1 =extremely distant; 7 
= extremely close). These two scales (r = .54, p < .001) were averaged to form a 
measure for the perceived social distance of influencer. 
Evaluation of the CD was measured with two semantic 7-point scales (r = .76, 
p < .001), anchored by 1 (very bad, very unattractive) and 7 (very good, very 
attractive). Each participant's mean for these two scales was used in the analysis. 
Two 7-point scales assessed participants' perceived quality of the influencer as a CD 
reviewer. These two scales, anchored by 1 (extremely low quality, extremely not 
helpful) and 7 (extremely high quality, extremely helpful), were averaged to 
represent reviewer quality (r = .65,p < .001). In addition, feeling right was measured 
by assessing how participants felt in processing the review. They responded to two 
7-point scales anchored by 1 (feel wrong, not convincing at all) and 7 (feel right, 
very convincing), based on the measures used in prior literature (Higgins et al. 2003; 
Kim et al. 2009). Each participant's scores for these two scales were averaged for 
analysis (r = .59, p < .001 ). 
Results and Discussion 
Manipulation Checks. To assess if participants perceived the social 
distance of gift recipient as intended, the perceived social distance of gift recipient 
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was analyzed with a 2 (social distance of gift recipient) x 2 (social distance of 
influencer) ANOVA. The main effect of the social distance of gift recipient emerged 
significant (F(1, 78) = 224.56,p < .001, 172 = .74). This result indicated that 
participants in the close gift recipient condition (M= 4.91, SD = 0.77) perceived the 
gift recipient as socially closer than those in the distant gift recipient condition (M= 
2.34, SD = 0.80). No other effects were observed (ps > .18). Similarly, the influencer 
was perceived as socially closer by the participants in the close influencer condition 
(M= 3.38, SD = 1.34) than those in the distant influencer condition (M= 2.32, SD = 
1.06, F(1, 78) = 15.49,p < .001, 172 = ~17). No other effects were observed (ps > .22). 
Thus, the manipulations were deemed to be successful. 
Evaluation of the CD. According to hypothesis 1, it was predicted that 
the CD would receive more favorable evaluations when the social distance of the gift 
recipient matched versus mismatched the social distance of the influencer. In other 
words, participants who read a CD review written by a socially close influencer 
would evaluate the CD more favorably when their gift recipient was socially close 
versus socially distant. Yet, participants who read a CD review written by a socially 
distant influencer would evaluate the CD more favorably when their gift recipient 
was socially distant versus socially close. 
To assess this prediction, the evaluation of the CD was analyzed using a 2 
(social distance of gift recipient) x 2 (social distance of influencer) ANOVA. 
Replicating the findings in study 1, only a significant two-way interaction between 
the social distances of gift recipient and influencer was observed (F(1, 78) = 13.07,p 
< .005, 172 = .14). Planned contrasts revealed that participants who read a CD review 
written by a socially close influencer evaluated the CD more favorably when their 
gift recipient was socially close (M= 5.21, SD = 0. 70) versus socially distant (M = 
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4.36, SD = 1.15, t(78) = 3.06,p < .005). Yet, participants who read a CD review 
written by a socially distant influencer evaluated the CD more favorably when their 
gift recipient was socially distant (M= 5 .16, SD = 0.69) versus socially close (M= 
4.55, SD = 1.00, t(78) = 2.08,p < .05). No other effects emerged significant (Fs < 1). 
These results are summarized in figure 2. 
FIGURE2 
STUDY 2: EVALUATION OF THE CD AS A FUNCTION OF 
SOCIAL DISTANCES OF GIFT RECIPIENT AND INFLUENCER 
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Construal Fit and Reviewer Quality: Independent Effects. A possible 
alternative explanation in study 2 is that the perceived quality of the influencer as a 
CD reviewer might give rise to the differential evaluations of the CD as observed. 
This is because participants might perceive a review written by a socially distant 
influencer as especially relevant and representative when they were considering the 
CD for a socially distant versus close gift recipient. Although people are generally 
more persuaded by socially close persons (Petty and Wegener 1998), recent research 
has suggested that people may be more persuaded by socially distant persons in 
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judging others' behaviors (Gino, Shang, and Croson 2009). When forecasting others' 
behaviors, advice from socially close persons is likely to be duplicative of one's own 
opinion, and thus will not carry much independent information. In turn, people 
weigh advice from socially distant persons more heavily than that from socially close 
persons. 
Putting this argument in the scenario of study 2, participants might find the 
review from a socially close influencer especially helpful when considering the CD 
for a socially close gift recipient. Yet, they might find the review from a socially 
distant influencer especially helpful when considering the CD for a socially distant 
gift recipient. In other words, this argument would predict an interactive effect 
between the social distances of gift recipient and influencer on the evaluation of the 
CD, similar to the findings observed in study 2. 
To assess this argument, reviewer quality was analyzed using a 2 (social 
distance of gift recipient) x 2 (social distance of influencer) between-subjects 
ANOV A. Results did not reveal a two-way interaction between social distances of 
gift recipient and influencer (F(1,78) = 2.49,p > .11). The main effects of the two 
independent variables also did not emerge significant (Fs < 1 ). These results were 
inconsistent with the reviewer-quality alternative explanation. Then, reviewer quality 
was entered as covariate in the 2 (social distance of gift recipient) x 2 (social 
distance of influencer) ANOVA on evaluation of the CD. Results showed that 
reviewer quality had a significant effect on evaluation of the CD (F(1,77) = 13.80,p 
< .001, q2 = .15). More importantly, even when the effect from reviewer quality was 
controlled, the social distance of gift recipient x social distance of influencer 
interaction remained significant (F(1,77) = 10.16,p < .005, q2 = .12). Main effects of 
the two independent variables did not emerge significant (Fs < 1 ). 
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In sum, a match between the social distances of gift recipient and influencer 
had an effect on evaluation of the CD independent from reviewer quality. More 
importantly, although reviewer quality had a direct effect on evaluation of the CD, it 
did not vary as a function of the social distances of gift recipient and influencer. 
Thus, the possibility that the reviewer quality gave rise to the differential evaluations 
of CD as observed was ruled out. 
Mediating Role of Feeling Right. The key objective of study 2 is to assess 
hypothesis 2 by examining the mediating role of feeling right. First, whether 
participants felt right to a greater extent when there was a match versus mismatch 
between the social distances of gift recipient and influencer was examined. Feeling 
right was analyzed using a 2 (social distance of gift recipient) x 2 (social distance of 
influencer) between-subjects ANOVA, with reviewer quality entered as covariate. It 
was expected that participants would also feel right to a greater extent when they 
perceived the influencer with higher quality as a CD reviewer. Thus, the effect of 
reviewer quality on feeling right was controlled. As expected, the main effect of 
reviewer quality emerged significant (F(1, 77) = 32.04, p < .001, r/ = .29). 
More importantly, even when the effect from reviewer quality was controlled, 
results still revealed a significant social distance of gift recipient x social distance of 
influencer interaction (F(1,77) = 7.84,p < .01, 172 = .09). Participants in the close 
influencer condition felt right to a greater extent when their gift recipient was 
socially close (M= 4.50, SD = 1.04) versus socially distant (M= 4.00, SD = 0.87, 
t(77) = 1.98, p = .05). In contrast, participants in the distant influencer condition felt 
right to a greater extent when their gift recipient was socially distant (M= 4.66, SD = 
0.76) versus socially close (M= 3.75, SD = 1.18, t(77) = 3.43,p < .001). Main 
effects of the two independent variables did not emerge significant (Fs < 1 ). These 
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results support the proposed premise that a match between the two psychological 
distances involved in a product enhances people's feeling right in processing 
information. 
Then, to provide further support for the notion that feeling right underlies the 
construal fit effect, mediation analysis recommended by previous research (Baron 
and Kenny 1986; Spencer, Zanna, and Fong 2005) was performed. First, evaluation 
of the CD was regressed on a model incorporating reviewer quality and the main and 
interaction terms of the social distances of gift recipient and influencer. The 
regression coefficient associated with the interaction between the social distances of 
gift recipient and influencer was significant (/3 = 1.21, t(77) = 3.19,p < .005). In the 
second regression analysis, the interaction between the social distances of gift 
recipient and influencer yielded a significant effect on feeling right, the hypothesized 
mediator (/3 = 1.04, t(77) = 2.80, p < .01 ). 
Finally, when the feeling right was included in the original regression model 
as a predictor for evaluation of the CD, the effect of feeling right was significant (/3 
=.52, t(76) = 5.10,p < .001). The coefficient associated with the interaction term 
between the social distances of gift recipient and influencer became marginally 
significant (/3 = .67, t(76) = 1.94,p < .06). Notably, Sobel test (Sobel1982) 
confirmed that this coefficient declined in magnitude significantly (z = 2.45, p < .05). 
Results of the above mediation analysis, as summarized in table 1, show that the 
three conditions necessary to establish mediation were fulfilled (Baron and Kenny 
1986), thereby supporting the mediating role of feeling right on evaluation of the CD. 
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TABLE I 











*p < .05 
**p < .01 
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Discussion. The results from study 2 provide converging evidence that 
feeling right appears to be the mechanism underlying the hypothesized construal fit 
effect on evaluations, supporting hypothesis 2. First, participants experienced feeling 
right to a greater extent when the CD pertained to a matched versus mismatched pair 
of social distances of gift recipient and influencer. Second, the interactive effect 
between the social distances of gift recipient and influencer on evaluation of the CD 
was mediated, at least partially, by the feeling right experienced by participants. In 
other words, in reading a review written by a socially close influencer, a stronger 
experience of feeling right was derived when considering the CD for a socially close 
versus socially distant gift recipient. Hence, the CD was evaluated more favorably. 
Yet, in reading a review written by a socially distant influencer, a stronger 
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experience of feeling right was derived when considering the CD for a socially 
distant versus socially close gift recipient, resulting in more favorable evaluations for 
the CD. 
To further assess the mediating role of feeling right in the proposed construal 
fit effect, study 3 extended study 2 by examining how this mediation would be 
moderated by people's awareness on the source of their feeling right. It is predicted 
that feeling right will mediate the proposed construal fit effect on evaluations when 
people do not notice that their feeling right comes from an external variable 
irrelevant to their evaluations at hand. Yet, when people do so, the mediation will not 
occur. This is because the informational value of feeling right will be discounted 
when such value is called into question. Hence, the enhancing effect of construal fit 
on evaluations will be eliminated. Similar to study 2, study 3 extends study 1 by 
demonstrating that construal fit effect can be generalized to other dimensions of 
psychological distance, namely, social distance and probability. 
STUDY3 
Study 3 assessed hypothesis 3 by manipulating the awareness on source of 
feeling right derived from construal fit, based on previous studies using a 
misattribution design (Schwarz et al. 1991; Winkielman et al. 2003). The awareness 
on source of feeling right was varied by whether or not participants were told that 
their feeling right came from the col or of the paper used in the study. The col or of 
the paper was an irrelevant variable to participants' evaluations on the focal product 
in the study. It was predicted that when participants were not aware that their feeling 
right came from the calor of the paper, the proposed construal fit effect would 
emerge. That is, evaluations would become more favorable when the focal product 
involved a matched versus mismatched pair of psychological distances. In contrast, 
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when participants were aware that their feeling right came from the col or of the 
paper, they would discount the informational value of feeling right. Hence, they 
would not evaluate the product differently, regardless of whether the product 
involved a matched or mismatched pair of psychological distances. 
Study 3 also attempted to rule out positive mood as an underlying mechanism 
for the proposed construal fit effect. It is predicted that construal fit enhances 
evaluations independent of simply how good or bad the focal product makes people 
feel. This is because as suggested by previous research on feeling right, feeling right 
is more than just feeling pleasure or pain (see Camacho et al. 2003; Higgins et al. 
2003). To examine this notion, participants' positive mood was measured in study 3. 
The focal product in study 3 was a MP3 player and the development of information 
pertaining to this MP3 player is described in the pretest below. 
Pretest: Stimuli Development 
Method 
Similar to study 1, the MP3 player was described as having high values 
among two high-level and two low-level features in the main study. The two high-
level features included storage and audio performance, two goal-relevant features of 
the MP3 player. The two low-level features included after-sales services and 
accessories that came with the MP3 player, two goal-irrelevant features of the MP3 
player. It was expected that the two high-level features would be perceived as in 
higher level than the two low-level features. More importantly, it was predicted that 
the evaluations of the MP3 player based on its high-level features would be as 
favorable as those based on its low-level features. Hence, a shift in the attractiveness 
of features due to psychological distance would not influence the evaluations of the 
MP3 player, controlling a possible confound in the main study. 
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To test if the MP3 player information was perceived as intended, following 
study 1, three versions of MP3 player information were developed in the pretest: 
high-level features only, low-level features only and high- and low-level features. 
The high-level features only version included the two high-level features of the MP3 
player only, while the low-level features only version included its two low-level 
features only. The high- and low-level features version included all four features of 
the MP3 player, both high- and low-level. The MP3 player was described favorably 
in all four features. Forty-one participants from the same population as in the main 
study participated in the present pretest. The participants were randomly assigned 
with one of the three versions of the MP3 player information and asked to read the 
information carefully. 
After reading the MP3 player information, participants evaluated the MP3 
player on the same two semantic scales used in the pretest of study 1. The two scales 
(r = .64,p < .001) were averaged to form a measure on evaluation of the MP3 player. 
For participants receiving high-level features only version or low-level features only 
version, they also indicated to what extent they thought the MP3 player information 
reflected the primary, critical, and central features of the MP3 player. They 
responded to the same three scales (Cronbach's a= .81) used in the pretest of study 
1. These scales were averaged to form a measure on the perceived level of features 
presented in the MP3 player information. 
Results and Discussion 
The evaluation of the MP3 player differed significantly from the mid-point of 
four (M= 4.83, SD = 0.99, t(40) = 5.36,p < .001), indicating that the MP3 player 
was positively evaluated in general. More importantly, the three groups of 
participants receiving different versions of the MP3 player information did not 
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evaluate the MP3 player differently (F(1,38) = 1.51,p > .23). The high-level features 
only version (M= 4.86, SD = 1.1 0) was evaluated as favorably as the low-level 
features only version (M= 4.50, SD = 1.06) and the high- and low-level features 
version (M= 5.15, SD = 0.72). This result implied that the high-level features of the 
MP3 player were perceived as favorable as its low-level features, in either joint or 
separate evaluations. In addition, as expected, participants believed that the high-
level features only version (M= 5.05, SD = 0.89) presented MP3 player features of 
higher level than the low-level features only version (M= 4.05, SD = 1.12, t(26) = 
2.63, p < .05). The above results showed that the development of the MP3 player 
information was deemed to be successful. 
Main Study 
Method 
Design and Procedure. One hundred and sixty four undergraduates 
participated in the present study. The participants were asked to imagine that during 
the annual dinner of their hostel, they were invited to donate money to the hostel in 
return for a lucky draw entry. The lucky draw was popular in the annual dinner 
program that in previous annual dinners, most of the guests joined the lucky draw. 
For the current year, the lucky draw prize was an MP3 player. 
The probability of winning in the lucky draw varied between the two winning 
probability conditions. In the high probability condition, the MP3 player was 
described as a table prize. With ten guests per table, participants would have a 
chance of 1 I 10 to win if all guests of their table joined the lucky draw. In the low 
probability condition, the MP3 player was described as the only luck draw prize for 
all guests in the annual dinner. With a total of 550 guests, participants would have a 
chance of 1 I 550 to win if all guests in the dinner joined the lucky draw. 
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Then participants were told that when they were considering whether or not 
to join the lucky draw, they overheard a conversation between two guests from their 
table. The two guests discussed the quality and features of the MP3 player and hence 
acted as the influencers in participants' decision on joining the lucky draw. The 
social distance of the influencers was manipulated by varying the similarities in 
background between the influencers and participants. In the close influencers 
condition, the influencers were described as participants' close friends studying in 
the same program as participants. Participants had known these friends since their 
start of university life and they had taken the same courses together. They also often 
worked in the same group for group assignments and projects and had lunch 
gatherings at least twice a week. In the distant influencers condition, the influencers 
were described as unfamiliar middle-aged staff members from the Student Housing 
Office (SHO, an office responsible for students' housing and hostel affairs). 
Participants were not familiar with the staff members' positions in SHO, as they had 
not spoken to them and only seen them once before at SHO office. 
After understanding the background of the influencers, participants were 
asked to read the conversation between the influencers. The conversation pertained 
to the influencers' experience in using the MP3 player, with the high- and low-level 
features of MP3 player developed in the pretest incorporated. Thus, the MP3 player 
was described favorably in the conversation. Following the conversation, the 
awareness on source of feeling right was manipulated between two conditions. 
In the high awareness condition, the participants' attention was drawn to the 
source of their feeling right with the following instruction: "Research in psychology 
has shown that the same color can elicit both positive and negative emotions. For 
example, the col or of red can be associated with the concepts of "passion" or "anger". 
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The color of the paper used in this study can influence your feelings." This 
instruction was developed based on previous studies using misattribution design 
(Schwarz et al. 1991; Winkielman et al. 2003). It was expected that this instruction 
would lead participants to misattribute any subjective feelings derived from reading 
the conversation, including feeling right due to construal fit, to the col or of the paper. 
In the low awareness condition, no such instruction was given to participants. Light 
yellow paper was used in the entire study for both high awareness and low awareness 
conditions. In sum, study 3 employed a 2 (social distance of influencers: close 
influencers vs. distant influencers) x 2 (winning probability: high probability vs. low 
probability) x 2 (awareness on source of feeling right: high awareness vs. low 
awareness) between-subjects design. Finally, participants completed the dependent 
measures, as well as several demographic questions before they were debriefed, 
thanked, and dismissed. 
Measures. To assess the manipulation for the social distance of 
influencers, participants were asked to indicate how many similarities they shared 
with the influencers (1 = very few; 7 = a lot) and how close they found the 
influencers (1 = extremely distant; 7 = extremely close). These two scales (r = . 72, p 
< .001) were averaged to form a measure on the perceived social distance of 
influencers. Perceived winning probability measured participants' perceived 
probability of winning in the lucky draw. Participants responded on a 7 -point scale 
anchored by 1 (extremely small probability) and 7 (extremely high probability). 
Evaluation of the MP3 player measured how participants evaluated the MP3 
player. The measure consisted of two semantic 7-point scales, anchoring by 1 (very 
bad, very unattractive) and 7 (very good, very attractive). Each participant' s mean 
for these two scales (r = .65,p < .001) was used in the analysis. Positive mood 
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measured how participants felt while reading the conversation on the MP3 player. 
Responses were given on three 7-point scales from 1 (not good at all, not happy at all, 
not content at all) to 7 (extremely good, extremely happy, extremely content). Each 
participant's mean for these three scales (Cronbach's a= .78) was used in the 
analysis. Following study 2, feeling right was measured by assessing how 
participants felt in processing the conversation. They responded to two 7 -point scales 
anchored by 1 (feel wrong, not convincing at all) and 7 (feel right, very convincing). 
The two scales (r = .31, p < .001) were averaged to form a measure on feeling right. 
Results and Discussion 
Manipulation Checks. A manipulation check was performed to test if 
participants perceived the social distance of influencers and winning probability as 
intended. First, the perceived social distance of influencers was analyzed using a 2 
(social distance of influencers) x 2 (winning probability) x 2 (awareness on source of 
feeling right) between-subjects ANOV A. Only a main effect of social distance of 
influencers was observed (F(1, 156) = 240.18,p < .001, 112 = .61). Participants in the 
close influencers condition (M= 4.95, SD = 0.88) found the influencers socially 
closer than those in the distant influencers condition (M= 2.44, SD = 1.14). No other 
effects emerged significant (ps > .09). Then, with respect to perceived winning 
probability, only a significant main effect of winning probability was observed (F(1, 
156) = 99.83,p < .001, 112 = .39). Participants in the high probability condition (M = 
3.44, SD = 1.33) perceived a higher chance of winning in the lucky draw than those 
in the low probability condition (M= 1.74, SD = 0.80). No other effects emerged 
significant (ps > .20). In sum, the manipulations were deemed to be successful. 
Evaluation of the MP3 Player. According to hypothesis 3, it was 
predicted that the hypothesized construal fit effect would only emerge in the low 
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awareness condition, but not in the high awareness condition. To examine if the 
results from study 3 were consistent with this prediction, evaluation of the MP3 
player was analyzed using a 2 (social distance of influencers) x 2 (winning 
probability) x 2 (awareness on source of feeling right) ANOVA. Results revealed a 
significant two-way interaction between social distance of influencers and winning 
probability (F(1,156) = 15.97,p < .001, r? = .09). This two-way interaction, however, 
was qualified by a significant three-way interaction of the independent variables 
(F(1,156) = 6.00,p < .05, 172 = .04), supporting hypothesis 3. No other effects 
emerged significant (ps > .13 ). 
Further analysis revealed that the simple two-way interaction between social 
distance of influencers and winning probability was significant in the low awareness 
condition (t(156) = 4.50,p < .001). Planned contrasts showed that participants under 
the influence of close influencers evaluated the MP3 player more favorably when the 
winning probability in the lucky draw was high (M= 5.61, SD = 0.81) than when it 
was low (M= 4.61, SD = 0.47, t(156) = 4.40,p < .001). In contrast, participants 
under the influence of distant influencers evaluated the MP3 player more favorably 
when the winning probability in the lucky draw was low (M = 5.19, SD = 0.59) than 
when it was high (M= 4.79, SD = 0.73, t(156) = 1.88,p = .06). These results, 
consistent with the proposed construal fit effect, are summarized in the upper panel 
of figure 3. However, in the high awareness condition, the simple two-way 
interaction between social distance of influencers and winning probability was not 
significant (t(156) = 1.11, p > .26). As illustrated in the lower panel of figure 3, 
participants with high awareness on the source of feeling right did not vary in their 
evaluations of the MP3 player as a function of construal fit, a match between social 
distance of influencers and winning probability. 
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FIGURE3 
STUDY 3: EVALUATION OF THE MP3 PLAYER AS A FUNCTION OF 
SOCIAL DISTANCE OF INFLUENCERS, WINNING PROBABILITY, AND 
AWARENESS ON SOURCE OF FEELING RIGHT 
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Construal Fit and Positive Mood: Independent Effects. To establish the 
independence between feeling right and positive mood, two sets of analysis were 
conducted on positive mood. First, positive mood was analyzed by a winning 
probability x social distance of influencers x awareness on source of feeling right 
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ANOV A. Results revealed a significant main effect of awareness on source of 
feeling right (F(1,156) = 6.63,p < .05, r/ = .04) and a marginally significant two-
way interaction between social distance of influencers and awareness on source of 
feeling right (F(1,156) = 3.51,p < .07, r/ = .02). More importantly, the two-way 
interaction between social distance of influencers and winning probability and the 
three-way interaction of the independent variables were not significant (ps > .14). 
The results indicate that positive mood did not vary as a function of construal fit nor 
the interaction between construal fit and awareness on source of feeling right. No 
other effects emerged significant (ps > .13 ). 
Second, positive mood was entered as covariate in the 2 (social distance of 
influencers) x 2 (winning probability) x 2 (awareness on source of feeling right) 
ANOVA on evaluation of the MP3 player. Results showed that positive mood had a 
significant effect on the dependent variable (F(1,155) = 50.74,p < .001, f/2 = .25). 
More importantly, even when the effect from positive mood was controlled, the two-
way interaction between social distance of influencers and winning probability 
(F(1,155) = 13.87,p < .001, f/2 = .08) and the three-way interaction of the 
independent variables (F(1,155) = 5.02,p < .05, r/ = .03) remained significant. 
Apart from a marginally significant main effect of winning probability (F(1,155) = 
3.57, p < .07, f/2 = .02), no other effects emerged significant (ps > .28). Results from 
these analyses support the notion that construal fit is independent of and distinct 
from positive mood. Construal fit (i.e., in study 3, a match between the social 
distance of influencers and winning probability) did not have an effect on positive 
mood. Moreover, the effect of construal fit on evaluation of the MP3 player was 
observed even when positive mood was controlled for its effect. These results rule 
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out the possibility that positive mood is the underlying mechanism for the proposed 
construal fit effect on evaluations. 
Mediating Role of Feeling Right. According to hypothesis 3, it is 
predicted that the effect of construal fit on evaluations would be moderated by 
awareness on source of feeling right, and feeling right would mediate such 
moderation. In the low awareness condition, participants were not informed that their 
feeling right might be derived from the col or of the paper. The effect of construal fit 
on evaluation of the MP3 player occurred, and it was predicted that feeling right 
would mediate this effect. This is because feeling right derived from construal fit 
would serve as information in evaluating the MP3 player. However, this mediating 
effect of feeling right would not occur in the high awareness condition, that is, when 
participated were informed that their feeling right might be derived from the color of 
the paper. This is because under this condition, participants would still experience 
feeling right derived from construal fit. Yet, feeling right would no longer have an 
effect on evaluation of the MP3 player, as participants would discredit its 
informational value. Hence, the construal fit effect was eliminated, as observed in 
the results. Figure 4 illustrates the theoretical framework for this mediated 
moderation of feeling right on evaluation of the MP3 player. 
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FIGURE4 
STUDY 3: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF MEDIATED MODERATION OF 
FEELING RIGHT ON EVALUATION OF THE MP3 PLAYER 
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To test the process on how the effect of construal fit on evaluation of the 
MP3 player was moderated by awareness on source of feeling right, a mediated-
moderation was conducted following the procedures suggested by Muller, Judd, and 
Y zerbyt (2005). First, evaluation of the MP3 player was regressed on winning 
probability, social distance of influencers, awareness on source of feeling right, their 
three two-way interactions, and their three-way interaction. To control the effect of 
positive mood on the dependent variable, positive mood and the interaction between 
positive mood and awareness on source of feeling right were entered in the 
regression model as control variables. Consistent with the earlier ANOV A results, 
this regression revealed a significant two-way interaction between social distance of 
influencers and winning probability (/3 = 1.12, t(1,154) = 4.08,p < .001) and a 
significant three-way interaction (/3 = -.84, t(1,154) = -2.20,p < .05). 
Next, feeling right was regressed on winning probability, social distance of 
influencers, awareness on source of feeling right, their three two-way interactions, 
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and their three-way interaction. Positive mood and the interaction between positive 
mood and awareness on source of feeling right were also entered in the regression 
model as control variables. The two-way interaction between social distance of 
influencers and winning probability was significant (/3 = .69, t(1,154) = 2.17,p < .05), 
yet the three-way interaction was not significant (p > .88). These results suggest that 
as predicted, regardless of awareness on source of feeling right, participants felt right 
to a greater extent in processing the MP3 player information when there was a match 
versus mismatch between social distance of influencers and winning probability. 
Finally, evaluation of the MP3 player was regressed on winning probability, 
social distance of influencers, awareness on source of feeling right, their three two-
way interactions, their three-way interaction, feeling right, and the interaction 
between feeling right and awareness on source of feeling right. Positive mood and 
the interaction between positive mood and awareness on source of feeling right were 
also entered in the regression model as control variables. This regression resulted in 
a significant main effect of feeling right (/3 = .31, t(1,152) = 3.21,p < .005) and a 
significant feeling right x awareness on source of feeling right interaction effect (/3 = 
-.41, t(1,152) = -3.04,p < .005). Notably, the three-way interaction of winning 
probability, social distance of influencers, and awareness on source of feeling right 
was no longer significant (p > .15), although the coefficient associated with this 
three-way interaction did not decline in magnitude significantly (So bel test: z = 1. 76, 
p < .08). These analyses show that the mediating role of feeling right on the 
construal fit effect was qualified by the awareness on source of feeling right. 
Specifically, feeling right mediated the effect of construal fit on evaluations of the 
MP3 player in the low awareness condition, but not in the high awareness condition. 
Results of the above mediated-moderation analysis are summarized in table 2. 
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TABLE2 











*p < .05 
**p < .01 
***p < .005 
EVALUATION OF THE MP3 PLAYER 
Unstandardized Standard 
Independent Variable Coefficient Error 
Positive Mood .46*** .09 
Probability - .84*** .20 
Social Distance -.50* .20 
Awareness -.20 .65 
Positive Mood x Awareness -.02 .13 
Social Distance x Probability 1 .12*** .28 
Probability x Awareness .62* .28 
Social Distance x Awareness .41 .28 
Probability x Social Distance x Awareness - .84* .38 
Positive Mood .60*** .10 
Probability -.22 .23 
Social Distance -.34 .24 
Awareness .32 .75 
Positive Mood x Awareness -.02 .15 
Social Distance x Probability .69* .32 
Probability x Awareness - .41 .32 
Social Distance x Awareness -.20 .33 
Probability x Social Distance x Awareness .06 .44 
Positive Mood .27** .10 
Probability - .77*** .20 
Social Distance -.39 .20 
Awareness .57 .68 
Feeling Right .31 *** .10 
Feeling Right x Awareness - .41 *** .14 
Positive Mood x Awareness .23 .15 
Social Distance x Probability .91*** .28 
Probability x Awareness .49 .27 
Social Distance x Awareness .25 .28 




Discussion. Replicating the results of study 2, study 3 demonstrated the 
mediating role of feeling right on the effect of construal fit on evaluations. More 
importantly, study 3 demonstrated that the effect of construal fit on evaluations was 
moderated by the awareness on the source of feeling right, and this moderation was 
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mediated by feeling right. Specifically, the effect of construal fit on evaluations was 
observed when the informational value of feeling right was not discredited, but not 
when such value was discredited, like when people misattributed their feeling right 
to the color of the paper. Moreover, feeling right was derived from construal fit 
regardless of whether or not its informational value was discredited. These findings 
provide support for the claim that the proposed construal fit effect is due to the 
transfer of feeling right to the evaluations at hand, supporting hypothesis 3. Study 3 
also provides evidence that the proposed construal fit is distinct from positive mood, 
with each having independent effects on evaluations. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Research on CL T has been dominated by investigations on how 
psychological distance influences people to base on different features in forming 
evaluations for an event. However, in evaluating an event, people draw not only on 
its features, but also on their own subjective feelings, as sources of information. 
Given the important role of subjective feelings in evaluations, the present research 
complements the extant research by examining the effect of psychological distance 
on evaluations via influencing people's subjective feelings. It is proposed that when 
contemplating a product pertaining to two psychological distances, people will 
experience feeling right under construal fit, a match between the two psychological 
distances. Like other subjective feelings, this feeling right from construal fit can be 
misattributed to the evaluations of the product, resulting in enhanced evaluations. 
Three studies are presented to provide initial evidence for the impact of construal fit 
on evaluations via misattribution of feeling right. 
Different operationalizations of construal fit were employed in the three 
studies. Study 1 manipulated construal fit by varying the temporal distance and base 
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probability involved in choosing a hotel. Study 2 pertained to evaluations of a CD as 
a gift in which social distances of the gift recipient and the purchase influencer were 
manipulated as either matched or mismatched. Study 3 manipulated construal fit by 
varying the winning probability and social distance of the influencers involved in 
considering joining a lucky draw. Across three studies, construal fit generally 
enhanced evaluations on the focal product. This suggests that the proposed construal 
fit effect could be generalized to the interaction between psychological distances 
along different dimensions (e.g., the interaction between temporal distance and 
probability, as in study 1 ), as well as the interaction of psychological distances along 
different aspects of the same dimension (e.g., the interaction between the social 
distances of gift recipient and influencer, as in study 2). 
The present research also provides converging evidence for the hypothesized 
mechanism underlying the construal fit effect. The mediating role of feeling right in 
the effect of construal fit on evaluations was examined by directly measuring 
participants' feeling right (study 2), as well as manipulating the extent to which 
participants were aware of the source of their feeling right (study 3). Results from 
both approaches support the claim that the feeling right derived from construal fit 
accounts for the effect of construal fit on evaluations. Not only the effect of construal 
fit on evaluations was mediated by feeling right (study 2), such effect was eliminated 
when participants were aware that the feeling right came from an external source 
irrelevant to their evaluations at hand (study 3). These results suggest that the use of 
feeling right as information may follow the same principles as the use of other 
information (Feldman and Lynch 1988). People only reply on their feeling right 
experience when its informational value is not discredited and when it seems 
relevant to their evaluations at hand. 
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Construal Fit and Psychological Distance 
Findings from the present research enrich the literature on psychological 
distance in two ways. First, the present research adds to the research examining the 
joint effect of two psychological distances on evaluations. Kim et al. (2008) 
demonstrated that the joint effect of two psychological distances on evaluations was 
subadditive. That is, the impact of distance in one dimension was reduced when 
combined with distance in another dimension. They found that when the two 
psychological distances involved in a product were proximal, consumers' 
evaluations were influenced more by low-level features and less by high-level 
features than when either or both distances were distant. The present research 
demonstrated that apart from this subadditive effect, two psychological distances 
could also have an interactive effect on evaluations due to construal fit. Specifically, 
consumers' evaluations were enhanced when both psychological distances involved 
in a product were either proximal or distant than when one distance was proximal but 
the other distance was distant. In the present research, to control the subadditive 
effect of the two psychological distances on evaluations, products with high values 
in both high- and low-level features were employed in the studies. It would be 
worthwhile to examine how the subadditive effect of two psychological distances 
and the interactive effect due to construal fit jointly influence consumers' 
evaluations in future research. 
Second, the present research connects our knowledge on psychological 
distance with the fit literature. Although the notion of fit originated with a particular 
focus on regulatory focus variables, it has been noted that the fit effect can be also 
observed in other variables (Aaker and Lee 2006; Higgins et al. 2003). Consistent 
with this argument, the present research adds to the fit literature by proposing 
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construal fit, a match between two psychological distances involved in a product. It 
is a novel perspective on the notion of fit and the impact of the fit between these two 
constructs on evaluations has not been demonstrated thus far. Moreover, results of 
the present research make theoretical contributions to the underlying mechanism of 
the fit effect. In particular, the mediating role of feeling right was observed in study 
2 and in study 3, the construal fit effect was eliminated when participants were aware 
of an irrelevant variable as the source of feeling right. These results offer support for 
the proposed feelings-as-information account and feeling right as the underlying 
mechanism for the fit effect. 
It is worth to note that although the present research employs an ease of 
processing account to explain the perceptions of feeling right derived from construal 
fit, feeling easy is distinct from feeling right. We feel easy when it is relatively less 
demanding to recall, retrieve, or process information (Schwarz 2004) and feeling 
right may ensue from this experience of feeling easy. However, feeling right is not 
solely derived from feeling easy. Previous research shows that we also feel right 
when what is being done is correct or proper (Camacho et al. 2003). 
Construal Fit and Persuasion 
The present research extends the research on the source similarity effect in 
persuasion. In persuasion, source is the person(s) who present the persuasive 
message, while the receiver is the person(s) who read, hear or see the persuasive 
message. Source similarity is the degree to which the receiver perceives the source as 
being similar in terms of certain attributes (Brown and Reingen 1987). Studies on 
source similarity have repeatedly shown that a message endorsed by a similar source 
is more persuasive than the same message endorsed by a dissimilar source (Brock 
1965; Feick and Higie 1992; Wangenheim and Bayon 2004). 
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The manipulations of social distance of the influencers in study 2 and 3 could 
be viewed as a manipulation of source similarity. This is because both studies 
employed a persuasion context. In study 2, the influencer (the source) persuaded 
participants (the receiver) to buy the CD via the CD review (the persuasive message). 
In study 3, the influencers (the source) persuaded participants (the receiver) to join 
the lucky draw for the MP3 player via a conversation (the persuasive message). 
Moreover, study 2 and 3 operationalized the manipulations of social distance of the 
influencers as the similarities in background between the participants and the 
influencers. Hence, the close influencers in both studies could be viewed as a similar 
source, while the distant influencers could be viewed as a dissimilar source. 
Results of both studies demonstrated that source similarity effect was 
observed only in psychologically close products. In study 2, participants with a 
socially close gift recipient evaluated the CD more favorably when they read a CD 
review written by a socially close influencer (a similar source) (M= 5.21, SD = 0.70) 
versus a socially distant influencer (a dissimilar source) (M= 4.55, SD = 1.00, t(78) 
= 2.33, p < .05). Yet, participants with a socially distant gift recipient evaluated the 
CD more favorably when they read a CD review written by a dissimilar source (M= 
5.16, SD = 0.69) versus a similar source (M = 4.36, SD = 1.15, t(78) = 2.78,p < .01). 
Similarly in the low awareness condition of study 3, under a high winning 
probability in the lucky draw, participants evaluated the MP3 player more favorably 
when they overheard a conversation between two socially close influencers (a 
similar source) (M= 5.61, SD = 0.81) than between two socially distant influencers 
(a dissimilar source) (M= 4.79, SD = 0.73, t(156) = 3.66,p = .001). Conversely, 
under a low winning probability in the luck draw, participants evaluated the MP3 
player more favorably when they overheard a conversation from a dissimilar source 
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(M= 5.19, SD = 0.59) than from a similar source (M= 4.61, SD = 0.47, t(156) = 2.69, 
p < .01). These results showed that source similarity effect was weakened, or even 
reversed, as the psychological distance involved in the products increased, 
suggesting a potential moderator for the robust source similarity effect. In future 
research, it will be worth to examine if such moderation will be observed in other 
psychological distances like temporal distance and spatial distance. 
Managerial Contributions 
The results of the present research suggest some practical implications to 
marketers. First, study 2 demonstrated that the perceived social distance of the 
influencer who wrote a product review might significantly influence a consumer's 
evaluations on the product. Given that reading product reviews in newspaper, 
magazines and online forums in particular has become part of consumers' lives, it 
may be advisable for marketers to consider the effects of psychological distance 
beyond the effects of word-of-mouth or narratives. Second, the present research has 
implications for marketers who employ endorsers in their marketing communications. 
When choosing endorsers for their products, marketers may prefer those who share 
more versus fewer similarities with potential customers. This is because, consistent 
with the source similarity effect, marketing communications presented by a similar 
endorser are more persuasive than the same communications presented by a 
dissimilar endorser. However, as the present research suggests, marketers should 
notice that the superiority of a similar endorser in persuasiveness would be 
discounted, as the psychological distance involved in the product increases. 
Third, the present research provides insights for the use of channels in 
marketing communications. Employing remote channels (e.g., online advertising) in 
marketing communications may lead the featured product to be perceived as more 
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psychologically distant than employing less remote channels (e.g., face-to-face). As 
the findings of the present research suggest, evaluations of a product may be 
enhanced when the psychological distance involved in the product matches the 
channel employed in promoting the product. For example, if the potential donors of a 
fund raising campaign perceive the beneficiary as socially distant, it would be more 
effective to promote the campaign using online advertisements than setting up 
fundraising counters and inviting donations in the street. In contrast, if the potential 
donors perceive the beneficiary as socially close, it would be more effective to 
promote the campaign via fundraising counters than online advertisements. 
Limitations and Future Research 
There are, nevertheless, limitations to the present research. First, only 
psychological distances involved in the focal products, rather than construallevels 
involved, were manipulated in the three presented studies. As the term "construal fit" 
implies and the present research suggests, a product receives more favorable 
evaluations when two influences on the construallevel of the product match versus 
mismatch. In the present studies, these two influences were operationalized by 
manipulating the pair of psychological distances involved in the product. However, 
there are other constructs that influence the level in which a product is construed. 
These constructs include global versus local processing style (Forster 2009b ), 
abstract versus concrete mindsets (Torelli and Kaikati 2009), mere exposure (Forster 
2009a), and conversational context (Clark and Semin 2008). To provide further 
evidence for the proposed construal fit effect, future research should investigate the 
construal fit derived from these constructs. 
Second, the present research provides empirical evidence for the effect of 
construal fit only on product evaluations. The fit effect has been observed in various 
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dependent measures in which marketers are interested, including assigning or 
offering a price for a product, evaluating the importance of an event, and 
persuasiveness of a message (Cesario et al. 2004; Higgins et al. 2003). Due to the 
novelty of construal fit, future research should investigate the generalizability of the 
effect of construal fit on these dependent measures. In addition, study 2 only 
measured the evaluations on the CD as a gift, a measure on the gift recipient's 
evaluations of the CD as predicted by participants. As discussed, the information 
inferred from a feeling may be generalized to multiple evaluations, as long as the 
evaluations are based on the same criteria. It will be worthwhile to investigate 
whether people will use their feeling right derived from construal fit as information 
in evaluating the CD for themselves, or even in evaluating objects unrelated to the 
manipulation of construal fit. It is predicted that following the proposed feelings-as-
information account, feeling right derived from construal fit would also be 
misattributed to these evaluations. 
Third, some scales employed in the studies had low correlations. The two 
scales measuring the perceived temporal distance in study 1 had a low correlation of 
0.40. To address this issue, these two scales were analyzed with a 2 (temporal 
distance) x 2 (base probability) ANOVA respectively. For the scale on when 
participants would depart for their trip, results only revealed a significant main effect 
of temporal distance (F(1,90) = 60.17,p < .001, r/ = .40). Participants in the distant 
future condition believed that they would depart for their trip in the more distant 
future (M= 4.52, SD = 1.47) than those in the near future condition (M = 2.38, SD = 
1.20). No other effects were observed (ps > .15). Similarly, for the scale on 
participants' perceived immediacy in deciding their choice of hotel (reverse coded), 
results only revealed a significant main effect of temporal distance (F(1 ,90) = 15.09, 
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p < .001, 172 = .14). Participants in the distant future condition believed that deciding 
their choice of hotel was less immediate (M= 4.33, SD = 1.42) than those in the near 
future condition (M= 3.1 0, SD = 1.60). No other effects were observed (Fs < 1 ). 
These results indicate that despite the low correlation between the two scales, 
participants responded to them similarly and in the expected direction as their mean. 
That is, on both scales, participants in the distant future condition indicated the trip 
as more temporally distant than those in the near future condition. 
Moreover, the two scales measuring feeling right in study 3 also had a low 
correlation of 0.31. To address this issue, these scales were analyzed respectively 
using a 2 (social distance of influencers) x 2 (winning probability) x 2 (awareness on 
source of feeling right) ANOVA, with mood entered as the covariate. For the scale 
on how right participants felt, a significant main effect of mood was observed 
(F(1,155) = 49.94,p < .001, 172 = .24). Results also revealed a significant two-way 
interaction between social distance of influencers and winning probability (F(1, 155) 
= 7 .40, p < .01, 172 = .05). Planned contrasts showed that participants under the 
influence of close influencers felt right to a great extent when the winning 
probability in the lucky draw was high (M= 4. 73, SD = 1.26) than when it was low 
(M= 4.12, SD = 0.87, t(155) = 2.80,p < .01). In contrast, participants under the 
influence of distant influencers felt right to a greater extent when the winning 
probability in the lucky draw was low (M= 4.56, SD = 0.84) than when it was high 
(M= 4.1 0, SD = 1.18, t(155) = 2.24, p < .05). No other effects were observed (ps 
> .15). 
Similarly, for the scale on how convincing participants felt, a significant 
main effect of mood was observed (F(1,155) = 25.46,p < .001, 172 = .14). Results 
also revealed a significant two-way interaction between social distance of influencers 
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and winning probability (F(1,155) = 4.71,p < .05, 172 = .03). Planned contrasts 
showed that participants under the influence of close influencers felt convincing to a 
great extent when the winning probability in the lucky draw was high (M= 4.97, SD 
= 1.04) than when it was low (M= 4.51, SD = 0.90, t(155) = 2.09,p < .05). In 
contrast, participants under the influence of distant influencers felt convincing to a 
greater extent when the winning probability in the lucky draw was low (M= 4.71, 
SD = 0.92) than when it was high (M= 4.29, SD = 1.27, t(155) = 2.07,p < .05). No 
other effects were observed (ps > .11 ). These results indicate that despite the low 
correlation between the two scales, participants responded to them similarly and in 
the expected direction as their mean. That is, participants reported higher ratings on 
both scales when there was a match versus mismatch between social distance of 
influencers and winning probability. 
In sum, the above analysis revealed that in the present research, participants 
responded similarly to the scales measuring perceived temporal distance in study 1 
and those measuring feeling right in study 3, even the scales measuring these two 
constructs had low correlations. Nevertheless, it is suggested that to enhance the 
reliability of measurement, future research should employ more scales in measuring 
similar constructs. 
Forth, in order to control the effect of psychological distance in shifting the 
relative influence of high- versus low-level features on product evaluations, only 
products with high values in all features were employed in the present studies. Yet, 
consumers also encounter products with low values in features and even product 
failures. Given that both consumer researchers and marketers are interested in 
consumers' responses in these situations, the effects of construal fit on consumers' 
evaluations in these situations might be worth examining. In addition, like other 
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research employing laboratory experiments, the present research controlled the 
effects of extraneous variables on the dependent measures and established mediating 
relationships on the cost of external validity. To increase the generalizability of the 
findings in the present research, further research should investigate the effects of 
construal fit with field study. 
CONCLUSION 
To summarize, the present research enriches construallevel theory by 
investigating how psychological distance influences people's subjective feelings. 
The research provides insights to consumer researchers interested in understanding 
how consumers may evaluate products pertaining to multiple dimensions of 
psychological distance. While previous research on psychological distance focuses 
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APPENDIX 
SCENARIO FOR STUDY 1 IN ENGLISH 
The present questionnaire aims to understand 
how decisions related to traveling are made. 
Please read the following story about traveling carefully and 
answer the questions as if the story really happened to you. 
- 1 -
Note: Since all participants were Chinese undergraduates, the Chinese version of all 
scenarios and pretests were employed in the study. English version of the 




Imagine yourself planned for a vacation with your friends and you will 
depart in (Near Future: 5 days) [Distant Future: 9 months] from today. 
For this vacation, you have bought a travel package that includes a 
round-trip ticket and hotel accommodation of 5 nights. The travel 
package offers you (High Base Probability: 3 hotels) [Low Base 
Probability: 15 hotels] to choose from and no extra fee will be charged 
regardless of your choice of hotel. Though you have paid the whole price 
for the travel package, you have not decided to stay at which hotel. 
How do you evaluate the travel package that you have bought? 
a) Very bad I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Very good 
b) Very negative I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Very positive 
c) Very unattractive I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Very attractive 
2. Among the hotels you can choose, how large is your probability to stay at a 
particular hotel? 
Extremely small Extremely large 
probability L2.___2 ___ 3_~_5_~___2j probability 
3. When do you think that you will depart for the vacation? 
Near future I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Distant future 
4. How immediate do you find your decision on the choice of hotel? 
Less immediate I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Very immediate 
[Turn to next page] 
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The main purpose for your vacation is to visit the local scenic spots of historical 
significance, for which the destination is famous. You do not have any knowledge 
about the hotels at the destination, as you have not been there before. 
To prepare for the trip (Near Future: 5 days later) [Distant Future: 9 months later], you 
read a travel magazine about your destination. You incidentally find an interview with 
the manager of one among (High Base Probability: the 3 hotels) [Low base Probability: 
the 15 hotels] that you can choose. The following is a section quoted from the 
interview: 
R- Reporter C - Mr. Chan, Hotel Manager 
R: Why can the hotel maintain its service quality? 
C: I believe this is related to our objective in service quality. Our objective 
in service quality is to put customer at the first priority. We strike to 
provide professional and tailor-made services and hope every guest 
feel like home when they stay at our hotel. This objective has kept us 
improving. 
R: What types of recreational facilities does the hotel provide? 
C: The hotel provides both indoor and outdoor recreational facilities. 
Outdoor facilities include swimming pool, tennis court and basketball 
court. Indoor facilities include beauty spa and gym. 
R: What are the characteristics of your hotel rooms? 
C: Our hotel rooms are decorated with natural materials. Together with 
the gentle lighting, we hope that our guests can relax both their body 
and soul in our rooms. The design of our rooms is based on both 
modern and local tribal styles that enhances guests' understanding on 
the local culture and brings convenience to them. 
R: How does the hotel improve its service quality? 
C: Our means to improve our service quality include providing regular 
professional training to staff, like communication skills with guests and 
techniques in serving food and beverages. In addition, we also 
conduct customer survey from time to time. 
[Turn to next page] 
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1. How do you evaluate the hotel featured in the interview? 
a) Very bad I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Very good 
b) Very unattractive I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Very attractive 
<Section 2> 
1. Do you have any problems in understanding this questionnaire or any of its 
questions? 
No problem at all I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I A lot of problems 
2. Personal Particulars (Please put a"./" as appropriate) 
Gender: 0 M 0 F 
Age: ______________ __ 
You are: D Local Student D Non-local Student 
Faculty: D Arts D Business Administration 
D Engineering D Law 




(End of Questionnaire, Thank you] 
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SCENARIO FOR STUDY 1 IN CHINESE 





假設你和朋友於早前計畫了去旅行，並預定從今天起計{Near Future: 5 天
後) r Distant Future: 9 個月後1出發。你們為這次旅行購買了自由行旅遊套
票，套票包括來回機票及 5 晚酒店住宿。你們可從旅行社所提供的當地





a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 非常令人不滿意 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常令人滿意
2. 根據上述資料，於你可選擇的酒店當中，你覺得入住某一間酒店的機會有多大?
機會極小 |1 234 567| 機會極大
3. 你覺得你於何時出發去旅行?
不久的將來 |1 234 567| 遙遠的將來
4. 你覺得你何時需要決定旅行期間入住的酒店?






為了準備你 {Near Future: 5 天後) r Distant Future: 9 個月後1 的旅行，你翻閱介紹當
地名勝古蹟的旅遊雜誌。 剛巧該期雜誌訪問了在你可選擇的俐的h Base Probabilitv: 
3 間酒店) r Low Base Probabilitv: 15 間酒店1 中，其中一問酒店的經理。以下是該則
訪問的節錄 :
記 : 本雜誌記者 陳:陳經理
記:為甚麼你們M酒店可維持服務素質?




陳 : M酒店無論在戶外及室內，都設有康樂設施 。 戶外設施包括游泳













a) 很差 |1 234 5671 1.助于
b) 極不吸引 |1 234 5671 極吸引
〈第二部分〉
1. 你對了解整份問卷或當中任何問題有沒有困難?
完全沒有困難 |1 234 567| 極多困難

















SCENARIOS FOR STUDY 2 IN ENGLISH 
The present questionnaire aims to understand how decisions related to gift giving 
are made. Please read the following story about gift giving carefully and answer 
the questions as if the story really happened to you. 
Imagine that you are going to atlend a student gathering for an elective 
course that you aUend in the current semester. In the gathering, there will be 
a gift exchange session in which each student will present a gift to another 
student. The pairing of gift giver and recipient has been pre-determined by a 
fair draw. 
(Close gift recipient Incidentally, your gift recipient assigned is one of your 
close friends. Your friend studies in the same program as you. You have 
known each other since your start of university life and taken the same 
courses together. You also often work in the same group for group 
assignments and projects and have lunch together at least twice a week.) 
[0的tant gift recipient Incidentally, your gift recipient assigned is a classmate 
that you do not know very well. You do not known each other before taking 
the elective course. Even during the course, you have not worked with the 
classmate in the same group for projects and assignments and have very 
few conversations with him or her except greetings.] 
1. According to the information above, how many similarities shared by the 
classmate mentioned above and you do you find? 
Ve內 few I1 234 567I A lot 
2. How close do you find the classmate mentioned above? 
Very distant I1 234 567I Very close 
[Turn to next page] 
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You plan to buy a love song collection album as the gift for your classmate. When 
you read the University Student Monthly, a student magazine from your university, 
you find an album review for Love Song Album. 
Love Song Album is a recently released collection of pop Cantonese love songs. The 
3-disc album is jointly issued by key record companies in Hong Kong and includes 
many billboard hits. The price of the album is within your budget for the gift. 
Each issue of University Student Monthly invites different people from the university 





20 years old 
Watching movie, su斤ing the web, eating and reading 
Most memorable event at the university: 
Pa吋icipation in the orientation camp during year 1) 
[Distant influencer. 
University Librarian 
F avorite activities: 
48 years old 
Reading , shopping , going to gym and hiking 
Most memorable event at the university: 
Receipt of the long service award from the university] 
1. Generally speaking, how many similarities shared by the above reviewer and you 
do you find? 
Very few I1 234 567I A lot 
2. How close do you find the above reviewer? 
Very distant I 123456 7I Very close 
[Turn to next page] 
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The following is the review on Love Song Album from the reviewer of the current issue: 
1 have bought and listened to the Love Song Album. 1 can hear the album 
for all day long, as it includes a lot of popular singers' billboard hits of 
recent years. The songs in the album are carefully selected and arranged 
without domination by one type of songs. It has relaxed , sentimental , 
Cantonese as well as Mandarin songs. 1 love some of the Hong Kong 
movie theme songs. Although they are not very popular, it is worth to 
listen to them. 
1 think that the audio pe斤。rmance of Love Song Album is very good, even 
as good as some “fever disc". The cover of the album is also very pre仕y ，
with golden words on a pink background. 1 am impressed by the free gift of 
the album. It is a poster featuring all the singers that have appeared in the 
album. The poster is worth as a collectable and demonstrates the e仟0吋
put by the record companies. 1 believe that the album lets consumers to 
listen to the recent billboard hits at one time, just like having a “ bu仟'et of 
billboard hits". 
1. How do you evaluate Love Song Album, the album featured in the review above? 
a) Very bad I1 234 567I Very good 
b) Very unattractive I1 234 567I Very attractive 
2. How did you feel when you process the above information on the album? 
Feel wrong I1 234 567I Feel right 
3. How convincing did you find the above information on the album? 
Not convincing at all I1 234 567I Very convincing 
[Turn to next page] 
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1. How do you evaluate the quality of the reviewer in reviewing Love Song Album? 
a) Extremely low q叫ty I1 234 567I Extremely high q叫ty
b) Extremely not helpful I1 234 567I Extremely helpful 
2. 00 you have any problems in understanding this questionnaire or any of its 
questions? 
No problem at all I1 234 5 67 I A lot of problems 
3. Personal Particulars (Please put a “./" as appropriate) 
Gender: 口 M 口 F
Age: 
You are: 口 Local Student 口 Non-Iocal Student 
Faculty: 口 Arts 口 Business Administration 
口 Engineering 口 Law
口 Social Science 
口 Medicine












(Close gift recipient 剛巧，你抽中的送禮對象是一位你的好朋友。你們在剛
入學時便已認識，並同屬一個學系。你們時常一起上課，每每做 Project 叉同
一組。因為經常一起上課的關係'你們一星期總有兩三天一起吃午飯。)




極少 |1 234 567| 極多
2. 根據上述情況，你覺得自己和上述同學的關係有多密切?




誌 《中大學生月刊〉時，剛巧今期雜誌刊登了有關 Love Song 情歌集的碟評。


















極少 |1 234 567| 極多
2. 你覺得自己和今期碟評作者的關係有多密切?




以下是今期作者對 Love Song 情歌集的評價:
買了 Love Song 情歌集後回家試聽，專輯收錄了多首近年樂壇最紅歌手的冠
軍情歌 ，可以讓我整天聽著同一隻專輯都不會覺得悶。而且歌曲的編排亦很
有心思， 有輕快的，亦有抒情的;有廣東歌 ，亦有國語歌 ， 不會側重同一類
歌。我很喜歡專輯內的一些港產片的電影主題曲，它們是近年樂壇的滄海遺
珠，值得一聽。






1 你對 Love Song 情歌集的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 234 567| 很好
b) 極不吸引 |1 234 567| 極吸引
2. 當你了解以上 Love Song 情歌集的評價時，你覺得怎樣?
很不對勁 |1 234 567| 很對勁
3 你覺得以上 Love Song 情歌集的評價有沒有說服力?




a) 素質極低 |1 234 567| 素質極高
b) 極沒有幫助 |1 234 567| 極有幫助
2. 你對了解整份問卷或當中任何問題有沒有困難 ?
完全沒有困難 |1 234 567| 極多困難












SCENARIOS FOR STUDY 3 IN ENGLISH 
The present questionnaire aims to understand how decisions related to lucky draw 
are made. Please read the following story about lucky draw carefully and answer 
the questions as if the story really happened to you. 
Imagine that you attend the annual dinner of your hostel. The annual dinner 
attracts students of different faculties and years from your hostel also attend. 
During the annual dinner, you are invited to donate to the hostel for an entry 
in a lucky draw. The lucky draw is popular in the annual dinner program that 
in previous annual dinners, most of the pa吋icipants entered the lucky draw. 
For the current year, the lucky draw prize is a MP3 player. 
(High probabilify The MP3 player is a table prize and with ten guests per 
table, there will be at least one winner for everv ten Quest~. ) 
[Low probabilify The MP3 player is the only prize for the lucky draw and thus 
there will be at least one winner amona the 550 auest~， even if all 9 uests 
enter the lucky draw.] 
1. How large is your probability to win in the above lucky draw? 
Extremely small Extremely large 
probability 江三三三一土豆一三J probability 
[Turn to next page] 
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When you consider whether to join the lucky draw, you overhear 
a conversation on the MP3 player from two guests of your table. 
(Close influencers: They are your close friends studying in the 
same program as yours. You have known each other since your 
start of university life and taken the same courses together. You 
also often work in the same group for group assignments and 
projects and have lunch together at least twice a week.) 
[0的tant influencers: They are two unfamiliar middle-aged staff 
members from the Student Housing Office (SHO). You are not 
familiar with their position in SHO, as you have not spoken to 
them and only saw them once before at SHO office when you 
submitted some forms.] 
1. According to the information above, how many similarities shared by the guests 
and you do you find? 
Very few |1 234 567I A lot 
2. How close do you find the guests mentioned above? 
Very distant I 123456 7I Very close 
[Turn to next page] 
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The following is the conversation on the MP3 player by the guests: 
A: Oh! The lucky draw prize is the modell have just bought recently. 
Although its size is small , it has a storage much larger than that of my 
old MP3 player. Even I transferred all my songs from my old MP3 player, 
I still had a lot of free space to store new songs. 
B: I am also the use of that MP3 player. I love the accessories 
accompanied with the MP3 player. Apa此 from general accessories like 
earphone and charger, it provides software that allows speedy 
downloading of audio files from computer to MP3 player. Besides, there 
are 2 chargers so that I can use the spare one if I lose one. 
A: That's really a caring design for careless people like you. I find that the 
audio pe斤órmance of the MP3 player is quite good. It produces smooth 
and fine sound with richness. The tone quality it produces is quite 
balanced. Both vocal and instrumental have good performance. 
B: I find the after-sales services are comprehensive. Apart from the 3-year 
warranty, a designated customer service hotline is also provided to 
customers to answer their questions on the MP3 player. I have used the 
service before and find the customer service executive professional and 
鑫法
with good attitude. 
基今
[Turn to next page] 
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1. [Lowawareness: Research in psychology has shown that the same color can 
elicit both positive and negative emotions. For example, the color of red can be 
2. 
3. 
associated with the concepts of “passion" or “anger". The color of the paper used 
in this study can influence your feelings.] How do you feel when you read the 
above information on GG MP3 player? 
a) Not good at all|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Extrer叫Y good 
b) Not happy at all|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Extremely happy 
c) Not feeling right at all|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Feeling right a lot 
d) Not content at all|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Extremely co胸nt
e) Not convincing at all|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Extremely convincing 
How do you evaluate the MP3 player described in the conversation? 
a) Very bad|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very good 
b) Very u叫叫ive|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very att叫N
00 you have any problems in understanding this questionnaire and its questions? 
No problem at all ~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 I A lot of problems 
4. Personal Particulars (Please put a "./" as appropriate) 
Gender: 口 M 口 F
Age: 
You are: 口 Local Student 口 Non-Iocal Student 
Faculty: 口 Arts 口 Business Administration 口 Education
口 Engineering 口 Law 口 Medicine 口 Science
口 Social Science 
[End of Questionnaire, Thank you] 
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假設你參加宿舍所舉辦的年度聚餐 (Annual Dinner) ，宿舍裡不同學系、不同
年級的同學都有出席。當聚餐進行到一半的時候，主持宣佈將會舉行一個抽獎
的環節，每一位來賓只要向宿舍捐款即可換取一次抽獎機會。根據往年的經
驗，聚餐的來賓都很踴躍參加這個抽獎環節。 (High probability 大會會向每圓
桌送出獎品 GGMP3播放器一部。是次聚餐每闇桌共有十位來賓，即是說笙士
位來賓中有一位會中獎。 )[Low prob泌的ty 獎品是 GGMP3播放器一部。是次
聚餐一共有大約五百五十人參加，即是說五百五十位來賓中有一位會中獎。]
1. 你覺得參加以上抽獎環節而中獎的機會有多大?




對 GGMP3 播放器發表意見。 (Distant influencers: 他們兩位是學
生住宿事務處 (Student Housing Office, SHO) 的職員，以年紀看
起來是資歷較深的職員。你之前沒有和他們交談過，亦不知道他
們在 SHO 中負責甚麼工作。你只是在最近一次遞交表格時於辦公





極少 |1 234 567| 極多
2. 根據上述情況，你覺得自己和兩個賓客的關係有多密切?





A: 原來獎品是 GG MP3 播放器!我剛買了一部呢!雖然它的外型嬌小，但



















1. [Lowawareness: 根據心理學的研究 ，同一種顏色會讓人有正面或負面的感覺。 例
如， 紅色會讓人聯想起 「熱情」或「憤怒」。這份問卷所採用的紙張顏色會影響你
的感覺。 ] 當你了解以上 GGMP3 播放器的資料時 ，你覺得怎樣 ?
a) 完全不覺得良好 |1 234 567| 極度良好
b) 完全不覺得開心 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極度開心
c) 完全不覺得對勁 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極度對勁
d) 完全不覺得滿意 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極度滿意
e) 完全沒有說服力 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極有說服力
2. 你對 GGMP3播放器的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 234 5 6 7| 很好
b) 極不吸引 |1 234 567| 極吸引
3. 你對了解整份問卷或當中任何問題有沒有困難?
完全沒有困難 |1 234 567| 極多困難














PRETEST FOR STUDY 1 IN ENGLISH 
High-level Features Only Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product : Hotel 
The following is information about a hotel: 
. The hotel's objective in service quality is to put customer at the first 
priority. The hotel strikes to provide professional and tailor-made services 
and hope every guest feellike home when they stay at our hotel. This 
objective has kept us improving. 
. Our hotel rooms are decorated with natural materials. Together with the 
gentle lighting, we hope that our guests can relax both their body and soul 
in our rooms. The design of our rooms is based on both modern and local 
tribal styles that enhances guests' understanding on the local culture and 
brings convenience to them. 
1. Based on the above information, please circle a number to indicate to what 
extent you agree I disagree with the following sentences. (1 = strongly agree; 7 = 
strongly disagree) 
a) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 Drimarv features of the hotel. 
b) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
critical features of the hotel. 
c) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
central features of the hotel. 
2. Based on the above information, how do you evaluate the hotel featured above? 
a) Very bad I1 234 567I Very good 
b) Very negative I1 234 567I Very positive 
c) Very u叫別ive I1 234 567I Very a位問ctive
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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Low-level Features Only , Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product : Hotel 
The following is information about a hotel: 
• 
The hotel provides both indoor and outdoor recreational facilities. Outdoor 
facilities include swimming pool , tennis court and basketball court. Indoor 
facilities include beauty spa and gym. 
The hotel improves their service quality include providing regular 
professional training to staff, like communication skills with guests and 
techniques in serving food and beverages. In addition, customer survey is 
conducted from time to time . 
1. 8ased on the above information, please circle a number to indicate to what extent 
you agree I disagree with the following sentences. (1 = strongly agree; 7 = strong ly 
disagree) 
a) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 Drimarv features of the hotel. 
b) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
critical features of the hotel. 
c) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
central features of the hotel. 
2 8ased on the above information, how do you evaluate the hotel featured above? 
a) Very bad |1 2 3 4 5 6 71Very good 
b) Very negative|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very positive 
c) Very unattractive |1 2 3 4 5 6 7lVery att叫N
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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High and Low-level Features Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
f'eatures. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product : Hotel 
The following is information about a hotel: 
The hotel's objective in service quality is to put customer at the first 
priority. The hotel strikes to provide professional and tailor-made 
services and hope every guest feel like home when they stay at our 
hotel. This objective has kept us improving. 
The hotel provides both indoor and outdoor recreational facilities. 
Outdoor facilities include swimming pool , tennis court and basketball 
court. Indoor facilities include beauty spa and gym. 
. Our hotel rooms are decorated with natural materials. Together with the 
gentle lighting, we hope that our guests can relax both their body and 
soul in our rooms. The design of our rooms is based on both modern 
and local tribal styles that enhances guests' understanding on the local 
culture and brings convenience to them. 
. The hotel improves their service quality include providing regular 
professional training to sta仟， like communication skills with guests and 
techniques in serving food and beverages. In addition, customer survey 
is conducted from time to time. 
1. 8ased on the above information , how do you evaluate the hotel featured above? 
a) Very bad I1 234 567I Very good 
b) Very negative I1 234 567I Very positive 
c) Very unattractive I 1 234 567 I Very a位叫N
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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PRETEST FOR STUDY 1 IN CHINESE 













a) 我覺得上述資料反映了酒店主聖的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b) 我覺得上述資料反映了酒店基丕的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c) 我覺得上述資料反映了酒店拉企的特質 。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. 根據以上的資料，你對上述酒店的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 234 567| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 234 567| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 234 567| 極吸引
[問卷完﹒謝謝]
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a) 我覺得上述資料反映了酒店主室的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b) 我覺得上述資料反映了酒店基丕的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c) 我覺得上述資料反映了酒店拉坐的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. 根據以上的資料，你對上述酒店的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完﹒謝謝]
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a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完﹒謝謝]
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PRETEST FOR STUDY 2 IN ENGLISH 
High-level Features Qnly Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product: CD 
The following is information about a CD: 
• People can hear the album for all day long, as it includes a lot of popular 
singers' billboard hits of recent years. The songs in the album are carefully 
selected and arranged without domination by one type of songs. It has 
relaxed , sentimental , Cantonese as well as Mandarin songs. 
. The audio pe斤ormance of Love Song Album is very good, even as good 
as some “fever disc". The album lets consumers to listen to the recent 
billboard hits at one time, just like having a “buffet of billboard hits". 
1. Based on the above information, please circle a number to indicate to what 
extent you agree I disagree with the following sentences. (1 = strongly agree; 7 = 
strongly disagree) 
a) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 。rimarv features of the CD. 
b) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
critical features of the CD. 
c) 1 think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
central features of the CD. 
2. Based on the above information , how do you evaluate the CD featured above? 
a) Very bad |1 2 3 4 5 6 7lVery good 
b) Very negative|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very positive 
c) Very unattractive |1 2 3 4 5 6 7 |Very a位叫N
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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Low-level Features Qnly Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product: CD 
The following is information about a CD: 
• 
• 
The cover of the album is also very pretty, with golden words on a pink 
background. It is worth to listen to the Hong Kong movie theme songs, 
although they are not very popular. 
The free gift of the CD is a poster featuring all the singers that have 
appeared in the album. The poster is worth as a collectable and 
demonstrates the e仟0吋 put by the record companies . 
1. 8ased on the above information, please circle a number to indicate to what 
extent you agree I disagree with the following sentences. (1 = strongly agree; 7 = 
strongly disagree) 
a) 1 think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 Drimarv features of the CD. 
b) 1 think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
critical features of the CD. 
c) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
central features of the CD. 
2. 8ased on the above information, how do you evaluate the CD featured above? 
a) Very bad |1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very good 
b) Very negative|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very po訓ve
c) Very u叫別ive|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Ve叭tt削N
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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High and Low-level Features Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product: CD 
The following is information about a CD: 
• People can hear the album for all day long, as it includes a lot of popular 
singers' billboard hits of recent years. The songs in the album are 
carefully selected and arranged without domination by one type of songs. 
It has relaxed , sentimental , Cantonese as well as Mandarin songs. 
The cover of the album is also very pre吐y ， with golden words on a pink 
background. It is worth to listen to the Hong Kong movie theme songs, 
although they are not very popular. 
. The audio pe斤brmance of Love Song Album is very good, even as good 
as some "fever disc". The album lets consumers to listen to the recent 
billboard hits at one time, just like having a “buffet of billboard hits" 
• The free gift of the CD is a poster featuring all the singers that have 
appeared in the album. The poster is worth as a collectable and 
demonstrates the effort put by the record companies. 
ßased on the above information, how do you evaluate the CD featured above? 
a) Ve叩 bad I1 234 567I Very good 
b) Very 叫ative I1 234 567I Very positive 
c) Very unattractive I 1 234 567 I Very a位叫ive
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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PRETEST FOR STUDY 2 IN CHINESE 













a) 我覺得上述資料反映了唱片主要的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b) 我覺得上述資料反映了唱片基丕的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c) 我覺得上述資料反映了唱片籃企的特質 。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. 根據以上的資料，你對上述唱片的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完 ﹒謝謝]
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a) 我覺得上述資料反映了唱片主畫的特質 。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b) 我覺得上述資料反映了唱片基丕的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c) 我覺得上述資料反映了唱片屋公的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 根據以上的資料，你對上述唱片的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完﹒謝謝]
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a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 l~ 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完﹒謝謝]
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PRETEST FOR STUDY 3 IN ENGLISH 
High-level Features Qnly Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product: MP3 Plaver 
The following is information about a MP3 player: 
• 
• 
Although the size of the MP3 player is small , it has a storage much larger 
than that of ordinary MP3 player. Even consumers transfer their songs 
from their old MP3 player, they still have a lot of free space to store new 
songs. 
The audio pe斤ormance of the MP3 player is quite good. It produces 
smooth and fine sound with richness. The tone quality it produces is quite 
balanced. 80th vocal and instrumental have good pe斤ormance. 
1. 8ased on the above information, please circle a number to indicate to what 
extent you agree I disagree with the following sentences. (1 = strongly agree; 7 = 
strongly disagree) 
a) 1 think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 primarv features of the MP3 player. 
b) 1 think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
critical features of the MP3 player. 
c) 1 think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
central features of the MP3 player. 
2. 8ased on the above information, how do you evaluate the MP3 player featured 
above? 
a) Very bad |1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very good 
b) Very negative|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very positive 
c) Very unattractive |1 2 3 4 5 6 7 |Very a位叫N
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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Low-level Features Qnly Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Prod uct : M P3 Dlaver 
The following is information about a MP3 player: 
• Apa此 from general accessories like earphone and charger, the M P3 
player provides software that allows speedy downloading of audio files 
from computer to MP3 player. 8esides, there are 2 chargers so that 
consumers can use the spare one even if they lose one. 
• Apart from the 3-year warran旬， a designated customer service hotline is 
also provided to customers to answer their questions on the MP3 player. 
The customer service executives are rated as professional and with good 
attitude_ 
1. 8ased on the above information , please circle a number to indicate to what 
extent you agree / disagree with the following sentences. (1 = strongly agree; 7 = 
strongly disagree) 
a) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 。rimarv features of the MP3 player. 
b) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
critical features of the MP3 player. 
c) I think the above information reflects the 2 3 4 5 6 7 
central features of the MP3 player. 
2 8ased on the above information, how do you evaluate the MP3 player featured 
above? 
a) Very bad |1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very good 
b) Very 叫ative|1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Very po訓ve
c) Very unattractive |1 2 3 4 5 6 7|Ve叭怕ctive
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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High and Low-level Features Version 
This questionnaire aims to understand consumers' perceptions of different product 
features. Please cirvcle your answers as approprite. 
Product : MP3 Plaver 
The following is information about a MP3 player: 
• Although the size of the MP3 player is small , it has a storage much larger 
than that of ordinary MP3 player. Even consumers transfer their songs 
from their old MP3 play缸， they still have a lot of free space to store new 
songs. 
Apart from general accessories like earphone and charger, the MP3 
player provides software that allows speedy downloading of audio files 
from computer to MP3 player. 8esides, there are 2 chargers so that 
consumers can use the spare one even if they lose one. 
• The audio pe斤Ormance of the MP3 player is quite good. It produces 
smooth and fine sound with richness. The tone quality it produces is quite 
balanced. 80th vocal and instrumental have good pe斤ormance.
Apa此 from the 3-year warranty, a designated customer service hotline is 
also provided to customers to answer their questions on the MP3 player. 
The customer service executives are rated as professional and with good 
attitude. 
8ased on the above information, how do you evaluate the MP3 player featured above? 
a) Very bad I1 234 567I Very good 
b) Very negative I1 234 567I Very po訓ve
c) Very unattractive I1 234 567I Very att叫ive
[End of questionnaire . Thank you] 
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PRETEST FOR STUDY 3 IN CHINESE 




此 MP3 播放器的外型嬌小，但其儲存容量比一般的 MP3 播放器大得多。顧
客即使把原本儲存在 MP3 播放器的歌曲轉移至此 MP3 播放器，仍然剩下很
多空位儲存新歌。








a) 我覺得上述資料反映了 MP3 播放器主畫的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b) 我覺得上述資料反映了 MP3 播放器基丕的特質 。 2 3 4 5 6 7 







































. 除了一般的配件如聽筒及充電器外， MP3 播放器還附送一套，快速下載音樂
檔案的軟件，可以加快把樂曲從電腦下載到 MP3 播放器。而且附送兩個充
電器，即使顧客遺失了其中一個，仍然有另外一個可用。
. 此 MP3 播放器提供的售後服務很全面。除了三年的免費保養外，還提供專






a) 我覺得上述資料反映了 MP3 播放器主畫的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b) 我覺得上述資料反映了 MP3 播放器基丕的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c) 我覺得上述資料反映了 MP3 播放器藍企的特質。 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2. 根據以上的資料，你對上述 MP3 播放器的評價如何?
a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完﹒謝謝]
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. 此 MP3 播放器的外型嬌小，但其儲存容量比一般的 MP3 播放器大得多 。
顧客即使把原本儲存在 MP3 播放器的歌曲轉移至此 MP3 播放器，仍然剩
下很多空位儲存新歌。










a) 很差 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 很好
b) 非常負面 |1 2 3 4 5 6 71 非常正面
c) 極不吸引 |1 2 3 4 5 6 7| 極吸引
[問卷完 ﹒謝謝]
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